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PREFACE
Before you lies the report: ‘Architectural Boogie 
Woogie – A design based on seeing, meeting and 
interacting’, it is the final result of my research and 
design as part of the graduation studio ‘Stimulating 
Healthy Environments’. 

One of the reasons to participate in this studio 
was the aim to design in collaboration with the 
end-user. Unfortunately, due to the extraordinary 
times of COVID-19 and the vulnerability of the 
seniors, this turned out to be impossible. Howev-
er, even though it was not possible at this time, I 
would strongly recommend to keep involving the 
end-user in projects. From a personal point of 
view, I think that the focus in architecture is too 
often and too much on the client and other stake-
holders instead of on the user.

‘It is not about façade, elevation, making 
an image or making money. My passion is 

creating space.’

Peter Zumthor

With this preface, I would like to take the oppor-
tunity to thank some people and organisations for 
their feedback and support during the graduation 
project. 

First of all, I would like to thank the supervisory 
committee Masi Mohammadi, Olivia Guerra Santin, 

Leonie van Buuren and Maarten Willems for their 
support, constructive feedback and above all, their 
enthusiasm. Despite all the meetings being online, 
the atmosphere was always pleasant. 

These pleasant meetings were not possible with-
out my fellow students. Thanks for all the fun 
stories during the meetings with the supervisory 
committee. And the many more laughs we had in 
de meetings without them. 

Next to that, I would like to thank Archipel Zorg-
groep and Vitalis WoonZorg groep for conducting 
the colour questionnaires among their residents. 
Also, a special thanks to G.G. Lanser, who put the 
idea in my head to work with colour.  

Finally, I would like to thank my family for support-
ing and motivating me while hearing my laments 
during graduation.

I hope you enjoy your reading. 

Marijn van de Mheen

Eindhoven, July 1, 2021
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ABSTRACT
Loneliness among seniors is a frequent problem in The Netherlands because it affects their physical and 
mental conditions. Especially at an older age, when they move to a care facility, their social network 
gets smaller, and higher levels of loneliness are experienced. Although numerous seniors live together 
in these facilities, loneliness is still an issue here. 

This research aims to see how a facility’s physical environment can help reduce the feeling of loneliness. 
The following research question has been formulated for this: What kind of nudges within architecture 
can contribute to a reduction of the feeling of loneliness by the residents of assisted ambulatory hous-
ing? The architectural elements are defined based upon a combination of the professional field and the 
users’ experience. Nudging is interfering in the current context to stimulate a specific type of behaviour. 

To provide an answer to the research question, a literature study is conducted combined with research 
through design. Multiple design options are examined based upon the finding from the literature study. 
This resulted in a focus on three elements of the design, the squares, the crossings and wayfinding, 
which will contribute to a reduction of the feeling of loneliness. In these elements, the six social ties and 
different ways to interact play an important role.

Based upon this, various options of the squares and the crossings are proposed. The numerous pos-
sibilities are shown, and the principles are explained to be used as blueprints for other designers. To 
show how it works altogether, one complete design is presented at the end. Follow-up research can be 
conducted to see how the designed areas and the nudges work out in practice. 
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 12 Introduction

1.1
Everyone comes across the word ageing; the world 
is ageing, an ageing population can be a threat to 
our healthcare system, etc. But what does ageing 
mean? How is The Netherlands dealing with it? 
Does it influence the way we live? This introduc-
tion will provide insights into the concept of ageing 
and explain the current state of The Netherlands 
and what is expected. Finally, this is translated into 
the current policy for healthcare and its impact on 
care facilities. 

Almost every country worldwide is dealing with an 
increasing share of older people in their popula-
tion, which leads to a process whereby a reduction 
in mortality is followed by a reduction in fertility. 
This already ongoing process will intensify during 
the 21st-century. Especially the more developed 
regions are ageing rapidly (United Nations, 2014). 
Also, the Dutch population is ageing. The number 
of people over 65 is tenfold in the 20th-century, 
from 300.000 in 1900 to 3.200.000 people over 
the age of 65 in 2018. The share of this group in-
creased from 6% to 18% (Volksgezondheidenzorg, 
2020). 

Besides the whole Dutch population is ageing, the 
group of people who are 65 years or older is also 
ageing. This means that the share of people who 
are 80 years or older is increasing in the group of 
65 or older. In 70 years, the group increased from 
100.000 in 1950 to 800.000 people over the 
age of 80 in 2020 (CBS, 2021a). Those increasing 

numbers affect the so-called ‘grijze druk’, the num-
ber of people over 65 as a percentage of the group 
of people between 20 and 64. This is because 
the labour force (more or less the group between 
20 and 64) should carry the loads of the group of 
65 and older. According to the CBS (2021b), this 
number will increase from 30% in 2020 to about 
50% in 2070. This means that eventually, 100 
people between the age of 20 to 64 need to take 
care of 50 people of 65 and older, see Table 1 
(Leber, 2005; Witter & Fokkema, 2018).  

An ageing population costs money. Seniors often 
encounter physical and psychological complaints, 
so they invoke more on healthcare facilities which 
costs money. When it became apparent during 
the late ‘60 that the costs of the healthcare sector 
grew more than the gross national product, Dutch 
politics tried to limit this (Mens & Wagenaar, 
2010). They came up with a substitution policy. 

Source: CBS

Table 1: Grijze Druk in The Netherlands

Introduction
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The influx to nursing homes and care home should 
decrease while independent living should be 
stimulated and assisted. This policy is also known 
as ageing in place. Besides promoting independent 
living, the government also started to build extra 
service centres so the seniors could receive care 
from a nearby centre if necessary (Rijksoverheid, 
2019; C. E. van Dijk et al., 2016; VROM, 2000). 
This policy brought a change in different types of 
facilities built in the years that followed (Moham-
madi et al., 2019; C. van Dijk et al., 2019). 

Ageing in place not only led to a decrease in influx 
to care and nursing homes, but it also resulted in 
residents entering these homes at a higher age, 
often in less good conditions. One of the prob-
lems related to this is loneliness. When people 
get older, more family and friends die, their so-
cial network often shirks (Cacioppo et al., 2015). 
The problem these days is that seniors move to a 
facility when they are already lonely, and getting 
out of this, is proven to be challenging, especially 
at an older age. People experiencing feelings of 
loneliness often end up in a visual circle which 
makes building new relationships difficult (van 
der Zwet et al., 2020). A low self-esteem can be 
one of the consequences of loneliness, making it 
difficult to help people. For example, an organized 
meeting for people who experience loneliness is 
hard to visit for those with a lower self-esteem. 
The idea that someone has to organize it for them 
can evoke a feeling of failure. However, going to a 
hobby club is often easier, since the main reason 
to go there is the shared interest in the hobby. 
Although the main intention might not be reduc-
ing loneliness it can be one of the consequences 
(Fokkema & Van Tilburg, 2007). 
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.2
The different factors mentioned above (i.e., the 
high prevacation of loneliness, moving to a facility 
at an older age and the lack of effective measures 
to reduce the feeling of loneliness) led to the fol-
lowing research question:

Four sub-questions are drawn up to answer this 
broad question. Each of them relates to one of the 
critical elements in the research question. The first 
sub-question is: 

1
What kind of nudges 
within architecture 
can contribute to 
a reduction of the 

feeling of loneliness 
by the residents of 

assisted ambulatory 
housing?

What are the causes/
risk factors for 

loneliness for seniors?

What characterizes 
assisted ambulatory 
housing and what 

does it tell about the 
residents?

The concept of loneliness will be demarcated in 
order to answer the first sub-question. In this 
study, loneliness is associated with seniors, and 
therefore a proper definition of the senior will be 
given. After the definition is provided, the causes 
and consequences of loneliness for them will be 
addressed. The different causes will provide valu-
able information and insight into where a nudge 
can be applied.

The second sub-question aims to provide insight 
into the origin of assisted ambulatory housing 
and provide more information about its residents. 
Firstly, a brief overview of the history of health-
care in the Netherlands is given. Afterwards, the 
characteristics of the residents will be summed up. 
The characteristics will mainly focus on aspects 
that can be seen as possible causes for loneliness. 
However, other properties such as the physical 
condition of seniors can be valuable for nudging 
and will also be discussed. The third sub-question 
will clarify the concepts of nudging and reads as 
follows:

Research question
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What is a nudge and 
how does it relate to 

architecture?

What determines 
the atmosphere in 

architecture and how 
can a nudge be of 

influence here?

The theory behind the concept of nudging will be 
explained, a definition will be given, and different 
principles will be discussed. The focus will be on 
how these principles relate to architecture or the 
built environment. Everything will be clarified with 
examples to make it more clear.

Getting familiar with the principles of nudging 
and their execution will make it easier to find an 
answer to the final sub-question:

This question will give an answer to the perception 
of space by looking through the eyes of the pro-
fessional field and through the eyes of the users. 
The overlapping elements will be further elabo-
rated to see where a nudge can be applied. The 
design will be based upon these elements.
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.3
1.3.1 Model 

The methodology for this research consists of a 
mixed-method approach of field and desk research 
and qualitative and quantitative methods. The 
qualitative methods will be discussed first and 
consist of a literature review and design. First, the 
literature review explores and collects studies and 
knowledge about different topics related to the 
research and sub-questions. Then, design is used 
to examine the outcomes of the other methodolo-
gies, both qualitative and quantitative, and draw a 
broad conclusion to the research question. 

1.3.2 Literature

A literature review is an exploratory and qualitative 
research method. It is a valuable component for 
any design project to collect and analyse infor-
mation on a particular topic. Keywords make it 
easier to extract salient information from research 
papers, books and articles (Hanington & Martin, 
2019). All sub-questions relate to a specific topic 
that has been used for the literature review. The 
topics are: loneliness, assisted ambulatory housing, 
nudging and architectural elements. The literature 
review aims to collect definitions, background 
information and theoretical knowledge so that a 
theoretical framework can be composed. Most of 
the consulted literature are papers, books and ar-
ticles to ensure the relevancy and credibility of the 
information (Hanington & Martin, 2019). 

1.3.3 Design

Two types of design research are conducted: 
research into design and research through design. 
Both are considered qualitative, innovative and 
exploratory, generative and evaluative (Hanington 
& Martin, 2019). Research into design encompass-
es research activities studying design. This method 
is used to construct an answer to sub-question 4. 
Research through design examines the tools and 
process design thinking; it bridges building and 
theory knowledge(Hanington & Martin, 2019). 

The aim is to draw a more comprehensive and 
complete conclusion to the research question 
based on the outcome of field and desk research. 
The design concept will be based upon the find-
ings of the sub-questions. 

1Methodology
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1.3.6 Procedure

All the participants received a booklet of 11 pages: 
1 introduction page and 10 pages with 3 randomly 
selected images. The participants needed to check 
the room number they would most likely stay in 
and cross the room number to leave the first. Thus, 
10 different sets are being made, which will be 
handed out on paper. All the sets will be printed 
from the same printer to avoid colour differences. 

There are 144 different images created, 8 rooms 
multiplied by 18 different colours. All the images 
have a unique code consisting of 6 digits and 2 
underscores, XX_XX_XX. The first 2 digits indicate 
the colour, the second 2 digits the hue and the last 
2 digits the room. 

In total, 6 different colours have been used, which 
are divided into 3 warm and 3 cool colours (resp. 
orange, red, pink and purple, blue, green). The co-
lours have been picked as contrasting colours from 
a standard colour wheel. The exact colours and 
hues are shown in table figure 1. 

4 Different rooms are being used, 1 square, 2 
rectangular and 1 L-shaped room (figure 2). All the 
4 rooms have 2 different heights (resp. 3m and 
4m). Various settings have been created to test the 
colours under other circumstances. 

 Colour

1.3.4 Methodology

All the data used in this part of the research is col-
lected by a questionnaire. The setup of the ques-
tionnaire is explained below. 

1.3.5 Participants

The questionnaire was distributed to two care 
organisations in Eindhoven, who helped with col-
lecting the data. The two organisations are Archi-
pel Zorggroep and Vitalis WoonZorg groep. Both 
of them spread the questionnaire over different 
locations. 

All the participant were residents of one of the 
care organisations and had some kind of care 
indications. This was not a question in the ques-
tionnaire. However, according to the care organ-
isations, this is the case for all residents. None of 
the participants had an indication of dementia or 
was living in such a group. 

A total of 100 questionnaires were handed to the 
organisations. After a month, 46 questionnaires 
returned. However, only 33 of them turned out 
to be valid. Although the age group of the partici-
pants was a question, this is not be used since too 
few participants filled in this question. 

Figure 1: Colour scheme of the colours used in the questionnaire
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Figure 2: Setup of the different rooms used in the questionnaire
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that, some locations had to deal with a COVID-19 
outbreak and could not fill in the questionnaires. 

1.3.7 Analysis 

A further qualification of the variables is necessary 
to determine which tests can be used to analyse 
the data. The variables can be qualified as fol-
lowed, see table 2:

A chi-square test will be conducted to see if there 
is a relation between colour and preference and 
hue and preference. In both cases, the null hypoth-
esis that colour or hue is indecent from preference 
will be analysed. 

A crosstabulation will be conducted to gain more 
insight into the different colours and different hues 
regarding preferences. 

A Cramér’s V test will be executed to see how 
strong the relation between colour or hue and 
preference is. 

Before conducting one of the tests, the data was 
checked to see if it matches all the conditions. 
Both the independent observations and expected 
frequencies were met for all the tests. 

The furniture in all the rooms is the same; all fur-
niture have the same neutral grey colour. The fur-
niture exists of: 1 sofa, 2 chairs, 1 coffee table, 1 
lamp, 1 box, 1 plant, 1 post, 1 bookshelf, 1 dresser 
and 1 rocking horse. The setting of the furniture is 
adjusted to the size of the room.  

All the images have been made with the same 
materials and render settings. The program which 
is used is Lumion 11 Student Version. The walls 
are of the same plaster, and the coloured wall has 
an opacity of 0.7. This is all done in Lumion, so the 
sun and lighting settings are more or less the same. 
Although the angle under which the photo is taken 
slightly differs for each room, the direction and the 
camera height are the same. 

For all the sets, all the images were randomly se-
lected by excel with the ASELECT() tool. An exam-
ple of a questionnaire can be found in appendix II.

During the completion of the questionnaire, the 
participants were supported by the caregivers 
of the different locations. Unfortunately, due to 
COVID-19, it was impossible to explain the ques-
tionnaires to the participants or the caregivers.  

The impact of COVID-19 has probably its outcome 
on the data which was returned. Due to the re-
strictions, there was no support possible from my 
side in case people encounter difficulties. Besides 

Table 2: Qualification of variables
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The research question, sub-questions and method-
ology are visualized in the research model on the 
right. The first three sub-questions provide infor-
mation that will be used in the fourth sub-ques-
tion. The fourth sub-question is more prac-
tice-based and provides clear directions for the 
design phase. The three directions are mentioned 
at the bottom of the model; living, interacting and 
wayfinding. 

At the end of PART 2, 3 and 4, the main results 
will be shown in a separate model for each of the 
three directions. These models will expand since 
more information is added after each part. In the 
end, the three directions with architectural solu-
tions are presented next to the conclusion.  

.41Research model
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.12
Loneliness seems to be an increasing problem in 
modern society. Headlines like: a women lay dead 
in a house in Rotterdam for ten years’ (Algemeen 
Dagblad, 2013) and ‘How could Elly from Rotter-
dam lies dead in her house for three years’ (Keete, 
2020), gets the attention of the public. Moreover, 
over the last couple of years, the attention for the 
prevention of loneliness seems to grow. Howev-
er,  questions still arise as to how big the problem 
really is or is it really a problem, and if so, why? 

In the following paragraphs, the concept of lone-
liness will be further explored. Firstly, a definition 
will be presented, along with the causes and 
consequences of loneliness. Secondly, the current 
situation will be discussed, and finally, prediction 
for the upcoming years will be shared. 

2.1.1 Definition

Different definitions of loneliness are known 
around the world. Loneliness can be described as 
an unpleasant feeling characterised by a lack of 
social relations. According to Weiss (1973), peo-
ple need different types of social relations to feel 
connected, to feel meaningful, etc. This study uses 
the standard definition commonly used in The 
Netherlands. 

This definition by van Tilburg & de Jong-Gierveld 
(2007, p.14) is the following: 

In 1973 Weiss distinguished loneliness from mere 
aloneness or isolation and points out that loneli-
ness should not be confused with a simple desire 
for company. He concentrates on two aspects of 
the experience of loneliness: emotional and social 
loneliness (Sadler, 1975). This distinction is further 
clarified by (van Tilburg & de Jong-Gierveld, 2007):

• Emotional loneliness arises from the subjec-
tive experience of a substantial loss around 
the absence of an intimate relationship and 
an emotionally close bond with a partner or a 
close friend.

• Social loneliness is linked to the subjectively 
perceived lack of meaningful relationships with 
a broader group of people around you, such 
as acquaintances, colleagues, neighbours and, 
people with similar interests.

Social relations and the quality of them plays an 
essential role in these definitions. However, the 

‘The subjective experience of an un-
pleasant or unacceptable lack of (qual-

ity of) certain social relationships. It 
may be that the number of contacts 

one has with other people is less than 
one wishes. It is also possible that the 
quality of the realized relationships is 

less than one wishes’

Loneliness
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experience of meaning is linked to loneliness over 
the last couple of years. This is called existential 
loneliness and is defined as: ´as an intolerable 
emptiness, sadness, and longing, that results from 
the awareness of one’s fundamental separateness 
as a human being’ (Ettema et al., 2010). Since exis-
tential loneliness has received limited attention in 
research papers, the definition by van Tilburg & de 
Jong-Gierveld (2007) will suffice. 

Although existential loneliness will not play an 
important role, the experience of meaning will not 
be left out. According to (Bouwman & van Tilburg, 
2020), the cause of emotional loneliness can de-
rive from multiple factors, among which the expe-
rience of meaning. This is the feeling that someone 
has a purpose in life. Noteworthy is the participa-
tion and contribution to a social connection such 
as family or society as a whole.  The experience of 
meaning is a part of the emotional loneliness. 

2.1.2 Causes of loneliness 

According to Fokkema & van Tilburg (2007), caus-
es of loneliness can be divided into three catego-
ries: intra-individual causes, inter-individual causes 
and social causes. These are described as follows:

• Intra-individual causes; the cause could be 
related to the person itself—a lack of social 
skills, self-confidence, and an inability to solve 
problems. However, not only personal qualities 
fall into this category. Also, health problems 
and the financial position of the person fall 
into this category.

• Inter-individual causes; the reason could be re-
lated to a person’s contact with other people. 
Such as the death of a partner, loss of friends 
and a shrinking social network. 

• Social causes; how people socialise with 
others. For example, negative stereotypes, 
declining interaction between generations, 
depollution.

More extensive research by Lim et al. (2020) 
focuses on the underlying causes of the causes 

provided by Fokkema & van Tilburg (2007). A con-
ceptual model introduced in their paper focuses 
on the risk factors divided into three categories: 
demography, health, and socio-environment. The 
key findings of those categories are summarised.

• Demography

Age: people older than 65 experience higher 
levels of loneliness

Gender: when asked directly, older women 
reported a higher level of loneliness; when 
asked indirectly, men reported a higher level of 
loneliness.

Living status: living alone, low socio-economic 
status and immigrants are all related to higher 
levels of loneliness.

• Health

Physical health: high blood pressure, high 
cholesterol and poor sleep are risk factors for a 
higher level of loneliness.

Mental health: social anxiety, depression and 
paranoia reported a higher level of loneliness. 
Also, poorer emotion regulation is linked to 
loneliness. 

• Socio-environmental 

Digital communication: the use of digital 
communication, including social media, could 
increase or decrease the effect on the level 
of loneliness. It depends on how and why it is 
used. 

Workplace: lower workplace outcome at the 
workplace is linked to a higher level of loneli-
ness. 

Loneliness results from a combination of multiple 
risk factors. There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution. 
Multiple causes are also unsolvable, like the death 
of a partner or the loss of friends and family. 
However, since it is a combination of causes, not 
all of them need to be resolved to lower the level 
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of loneliness. In fact, some of these causes are 
impossible to implement in the design. 

2.1.3 Social Provision Theory

Another way of identifying causes or risk factors 
for loneliness can be found in the social provision 
theory by Weiss (1974). The theory treats the 
function of different relationships over specific 
roles. Weiss identifies different social ties; these 
different ties meet different social needs or pro-
vide social supports to others (Cacioppo et al., 
2015; Chiu et al., 2016; Sadler, 1975). The six ties 
identified by Weiss are summarised by Chiu et al. 
(2016) and Drageset (2004):

• Attachment: provided by relationships from 
which the person gains a sense of safety and 
security

• Social integration: a network of relationships 
in which the person shares common interests 
and concerns

• Opportunity for nurturance: the individual is 
the provider rather than the recipient of assis-
tance needed by others 

• Reassurance of worth: relationships in which 
the person’s skills and abilities are acknowl-
edged

• Reliable alliance: relationships in which the per-
son can count on assistance

• Guidance relationships: relationships with per-
sons who can provide knowledge, advice and 
expertise 

All these ties should be present in the social net-
work of a person. Different ties can be present in 
one relationship, although they can also be divided 
into multiple relationships. There is an increased 
risk of experiencing social or emotional loneliness 
when one or more of these ties are missing in a 
person’s social network. (Chiu et al., 2016). The 
consequences of this will be further discussed in 
Section 2.1.4. 

According to the literature, loneliness has multiple 
causes from all different angles. As shown above, a 
small social network does not automatically lead to 
a higher level of loneliness, nor does an extensive 
social network guarantees an absence of experi-
encing loneliness. The number of meaningful social 
interactions is of greater importance than just 
social interactions, quality above quantity (Peris-
sinotto & Covinsky, 2014). 

2.1.4 Consequences of loneliness

Loneliness, as such, is no problem; it is part of life. 
However, when the level of loneliness increases or 
remains for a more extended period, it can have 
consequences. Social isolation touches upon the 
core of human existence and has been portraited 
as a health, well-being and morality risk factor 
(Uchino, 2006; van der Zwet et al., 2020; Vozikaki 
et al., 2018). Loneliness turns out to contribute to 
a variety of health complaints, both psychosocial 
and physical complaints:

• Psychosocial complaints: depression, alcohol-
ism, suicidal thoughts, aggressive behaviours, 
social anxiety, cognitive decline and progres-
sion of Alzheimer’s disease (Cacioppo et al., 
2015; Perissinotto et al., 2012; Uchino, 2006);

• Physical complaints: strokes, obesity, high 
blood pressure, sleep problems and diminished 
immunity (Cacioppo et al., 2015; Perissinotto 
et al., 2012; Perissinotto & Covinsky, 2014; 
Qualter et al., 2015).

People who feel lonely or are socially isolated do 
not have a network to rely on if they need help; 
that is why they are making more use of healthcare 
(van der Zwet et al., 2020; Vozikaki et al., 2018). 
As a result, loneliness can be related to increased 
use of healthcare, an increased influx of nursing 
home admissions and an increase in healthcare 
costs. 

Although it is not completely clear how loneliness 
influences health, there are three approaches 
mentioned by van der Zwet et al. (2020). Firstly, 
the psychosocial systems are being influenced 
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by stress. Social contacts can reduce the level of 
stress so that people can better cope with daily 
stress. Secondly, loneliness decreases the whole-
someness of, for example, sleep (Cacioppo et 
al., 2015). Finally, loneliness undermines health 
behaviour. People who experience a high level 
of loneliness often develop an unhealthy lifestyle 
(Uchino, 2006). 

In the last approach, loneliness triggers a negative 
self-fulfilling prophecy, leading to a decrease in 
well-being, feeling of emptiness, and dissatisfac-
tion about life (Uchino, 2006). As an answer to 
this, people are more willing to seek satisfaction in 
the short terms. This results in too much and un-
healthy food, too much alcohol, smoking and mov-
ing less. With the result of additional problems, 
such as problems with sleep, addiction, debts, etc., 
this has affected the well-being again (Cacioppo et 
al., 2015; Uchino, 2006).

2.1.5 Size of the problem

Although loneliness is often associated with se-
niors, it is a problem that occurs throughout all age 
groups (Cacioppo et al., 2015; van der Zwet et al., 
2020). Since the size of the global problem is hard 
to determine and inaccurate by the significant dif-
ferences between countries, this research focuses 
on the Netherlands. Data from before 2020 are 
used to exclude the effects of COVID-19. 

In 2016, 43% of the Dutch population (19 years 
and older) indicated that they experienced lone-
liness. One out of four in this group (10% of the 
population) reported high levels of loneliness. They 
felt severe lonely. When the data are divided over 
different age groups, an increase in the experience 
of loneliness is visible for the older groups. People 
seem to experience loneliness more while ageing; 
the same goes for the experience of severe loneli-
ness, see table 3 (van der Zwet et al., 2020).

2.1.6 Seniors and care facilites

As described in the paragraph above, loneliness is 
a problem that occurs in all age groups through-
out society. However, because the scope of this 
research is on care facilities, the focus will be on 
seniors. As seen in paragraph XXX, there are many 
causes for loneliness. Nevertheless, all seniors in 
a care facility have at least one possible cause in 
common; they moved out of their familiar environ-
ment to an unknown environment. 

Moving from one place to another can significantly 
impact people’s social life; a new physical environ-
ment means a new social environment. This often 
goes hand in hand with a decrease of the social 
network (Fokkema & Van Tilburg, 2007; M. H. Lim 
et al., 2020; van der Zwet et al., 2020). People 
often have many contacts within the neighbour-
hood—almost 50% of the contacts people see live 

Source: (Gezondheidsmonitor Volwassenen en Ouderen, GGD’en, CBS, RIVM, 2016)

Table 3: Occurance of loneliness among age groups
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within 10 minutes of travel time. For even 25% of 
the seniors, all their contacts live within these 10 
minutes (van Tilburg & de Jong-Gierveld, 2007). 
So, to prevent moving from being a risk factor, it 
is vital for new residents to feel welcome. They 
should have the opportunity to participate in social 
activities to bond with their new neighbours (Fok-
kema & van Tilburg, 2007). 

Besides moving from one location to the other, 
many seniors are struggling with their health con-
ditions. Besides the loss of vision, loss of hearing 
also loss of mobility often occur while people are 
ageing. This loss of mobility can lead to a smaller 
social network and contribute to insecurity (M. H. 
Lim et al., 2020; van Tilburg & de Jong-Gierveld, 
2007). 

Moving to a new location combined with low 
mobility makes it even harder to feel at home in 
the new environment. For example, nursing homes 
often have a living room, but when you are new to 
a facility, it can be scary to enter this huge room 
with all kinds of people you have never seen. 
Moreover, if you are mobility impaired, it makes 
it even harder. So, when designing, it could be 
interesting to look at group sizes. How do people 
function in a group? Are people more willing to 
interact in a group of five new people or a hundred 
new people? And should there be a huge living 
room in a facility, or can it be smaller rooms for 
different functions spread throughout the whole 
building? These are interesting elements that can 
be transformed into design or design elements. 
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Group size

As a new resident trying to connect 
with others can be pretty scary. Espe-
cially if you have to walk into a group 
of 100 people who already know each 
other, a communal living room often 
has fixed places for certain people, 
making it hard to fit in. The right group 
size or organisation of groups can 
help to overcome this threshold. And 
maybe even help to form groups or 
communities inside the building, not 
related to status or money but relate 
to the configuration of apartments.

Mobility

Moving into a facility can feel intim-
idating, mainly if you partly depend 
on others to move around. If mobility 
is an issue, you will not walk for 5 
minutes to the shared living room to 
see if someone is there. The places to 
interact to meet new people should be 
nearby or clearly visible. If you can see 
someone there, it is more worth taking 
to effort to meet him or her.

Social Interaction

As elaborated in paragraph 2.1.3, a 
good social network requires different 
social needs. Stimulating interaction 
should focus on these different ties 
and not merely on meeting as many 
people as possible. Personal belong-
ings in the communal area can give rise 
to a conversation about common inter-
ests. Playing a game could stimulate 
the reassurance of worth.
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2.2.1 Classification

As seen in the Chapter 1.1, there are various 
senior housing types in the Netherlands. Accord-
ing to Leber (2005), the CBS (Sociaal Cultureel 
Planbureau) divided the housing market for seniors 
into seven categories, of which the first three were 
found suitable. These categories were described as 
followed (Leber, 2005):

• Senior housing with care facilities

When residents can use nursing and caring fa-
cilities from a support centre inside the facility.

• Senior housing with services

Residents can use the services from a house 
supporting centre or nursing home without 
the nursing and caring facilities. Services can 
vary from reception and communal spaces to a 
janitor.

• Other types of senior houses

Any type of houses that are meant for seniors 
but without offering nursing and caring facili-
ties. 

Figure 3 shows a further classification of the 
housing types by Van der Voordt et al. (1998). 
The horizontal axis indicates the type of care and 
spans from extramural, on appointment to impa-
tient, 24/7 availability. The vertical axis denotes 

the scale of housing and goes from small, spread 
to large, concentrated. The clustered facilities can 
be divided into three categories: residential care 
centre, care home and nursing home. As seen in 
the figure 3, a residential care centre is somewhere 
between the in- and outpatient housing. Seniors 
have their apartment but can use collective and 
individual services provided by a care institution 
or service provider if needed (Mohammadi et al., 
2019; Van der Voordt et al., 1998). 

2.2.2 Historical overview

Van der Voordt et al. (1998) describes in total 
more than ten different senior housing types. This 
number has grown over time. Back in the ’60 and 
’70, there was a clear division into four different 
categories, independent living, in-between facili-

Figure 3: Different living and care combinations (Van der Voordt, 1998)

Care facilities
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ties, care homes and nursing homes (Leber, 2005; 
Van der Voordt et al., 1998). This was a closed 
circuit. When the demand for care increased, 
people had to move from one to the other. Even-
tually, people had to move four times to end up in 
a nursing home, and each sequential step led to 
higher costs and more limitations regarding privacy 
and independency (Van der Voordt et al., 1998). 

From the early ’70, this closed circuit started to 
change and became more open. The cause of this 
can be found in the ’60. During these years, the 
number of care- and nursing homes increased 
rapidly. The high costs involved, together with 
the prospect of an ageing population, made this 
increase untenable. On top of this, critics stated 
that although the care for seniors became more 
extensive and more expensive, the quality was not 
increasing. The focus was more on the care giver 
than the receiver (Mens & Wagenaar, 2010; Van 
der Voordt et al., 1998). Besides the economical-, 
also societal and technological factors played 
an important role. The impact of the individual-
isation of society can be seen in different policy 
documents of that time, such as the Stuctuurnota 
Gezondheidszorg and the Tweede Nota Bejaarden-
beleid (Schippers, 2004). These documents hint at 
the concept of ageing-in-place. A stronger focus 
on living at home and assisted ambulatory housing 
made the boundaries between the four indepen-
dent categories disappear. There is a more exten-
sive overlap in these circuits, making living longer 
in one’s own house possible (Mohammadi et al., 
2019; Van der Voordt et al., 1998). 

2.2.3 Critique

This ageing-in-place alongside the critique on the 
current care- and nursing homes during the ‘60 
marked the starting point for searching for new 
typologies for senior care. According to Mens and 
Wagenaar (2010), the critique can be categorised 
into five different topics: 

1. Mismatch: Seniors moved to facilities at an 
earlier stage than necessary. Although they 
could still live, independent they chose a facili-

ty with more care possibilities to prevent mov-
ing in the future (van Dijk et al., 2016; Witter 
& Fokkema, 2018). One of the consequences 
of this was that there was no place for people 
who needed this type of care anymore. 

2. Patronising: seniors had to conform themselves 
to the rules of the facilities. These rules were 
often grafted on the facilities instead of the 
well-being of its residents. The focus should be 
more on personal interaction. Besides that, the 
national senior citizens’ association stated that 
these rules were not conducive to the living 
environment (Van der Voordt et al., 1998).

3. Isolation: critics stated that seniors and people 
with poorer health were isolated from soci-
ety. They were placed out of sight or, as one 
already wrote in 1958: ‘They have put away 
in retirement-incubators’ (Mens & Wagenaar, 
2010). 

4. Architecture: although the critique was more 
on the content than the form, there was also 
critique on architecture. Especially high-rise 
buildings were seen as a problem since they 
isolate resident even more from life on the 
streets (Mens & Wagenaar, 2010; Van der 
Voordt et al., 1998). 

5. Aversion: for an extended period, the opinion 
of seniors living at home was not taken into 
account. During two studies in Groningen and 
Rotterdam, it became clear that seniors pre-
ferred life independently instead of going to a 
facility. The loss of privacy and self-sustainabil-
ity were seen as the leading causes (Mens & 
Wagenaar, 2010; van Dijk et al., 2016).

2.2.4 A new typology 

Possible answers for these points of critique can 
be found in the residential care centre, one of the 
typologies which came up during the ’70. To tackle 
the mismatch which was visible during the late ’60, 
two complementary strategies were introduced. 
The first one was to build extra independent living 
units and the second one was to stimulate the 
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construction of service centres (Mens & Wagenaar, 
2010; Mohammadi et al., 2019). By stimulating 
the construction of service centres, the govern-
ment made it easier for seniors to age in their own 
home. The move to a facility was partly counter-
acted. 

A service centre was there to serve all the seniors 
in the neighbourhood regardless of their living cir-
cumstances. Although seniors could live anywhere 
near a service centre, new houses and apartments 
for seniors were clustered and constructed near 
these service centres. Besides that, the construc-
tion of service centres as separate buildings turned 
out to be complicated. However, the integration 
of a service centre together with houses and 
apartments for seniors turned out to be more 
successful. A new residential care centre type (in 
Dutch: wozoco) was born (Leber, 2005; Mens & 
Wagenaar, 2009, 2010; Stavenuiter & van Don-
gen, 2008). This residential care centre or assisted 
ambulatory housing can be defined as a residential 
complex with houses suited for seniors and a care 
offer that is higher than the standard offer of care 
at home, general practitioner and other first-line 
assistance (Van der Voordt et al., 1998 p, 135).

During the development of assisted ambulato-
ry housing, the main focus was on the relation 
between living and care. There must be a conse-
quent division between these two, living should 
be independent, and care should be available 
external. Residents could appeal to care provided 
by the service centre (Mens & Wagenaar, 2009). In 
ten years, almost 600 residential care centres were 
built. After 1998, this number decreased signifi-
cantly (Schippers, 2004). Since then, there was 
much more attention to the construction of these 
apartments. They were much bigger and more lux-
urious than apartments in care- or nursing homes 
(Mens & Wagenaar, 2009; Van der Voordt et al., 
1998).  A lot of the assisted ambulatory houses 
stands out because of their communal spaces or 
atria. These communal areas arise from the con-
catenation of apartments and are partly seen as a 
reaction to the critique provided at the end of the 

’60. The concatenations are often done in such a 
way to create a safe and protected environment 
without limiting the residents (Leber, 2005; Mens 
& Wagenaar, 2009, 2010; Stavenuiter & van Don-
gen, 2008). 



USEFUL 
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Public and private

Living communal can have multiple 
benefits for preventing loneliness. 
However, having social relationships 
and interaction with others means 
that there should also be space for 
privacy and intimacy. To search for 
the right balance between public 
and private was already discussed in 
paragraph 2.2.3 and came back during 
the development of new typologies. 
This balance is something to take into 
account very seriously. If there is no 
opportunity for a bit of privacy outside 
your apartment, it limits your possibil-
ities. 

Safe and protected

A feeling of home is related to a safe 
and protected feeling. And as already 
discussed in the gained insight at the 
loneliness section, a feeling of safety 
enables people to go out and partici-
pate in activities. However, this feeling 
of safety and protection also touches 
upon the mobility part, as discussed 
before. The presence of thresholds 
and an absence of railings make it hard 
for people with impaired mobility to 
go out. The environment should be 
inviting and easily accessible.
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2.3
During the current COVID-19 pandemic (2020-
2021), policymakers try to steer the behaviour 
of the population. Multiple commercials and ads 
are displayed, press conferences are done on an 
almost weekly basis, and ministers appear on tv 
shows to talk about the virus. These are all di-
rect messages to the population to inform them 
about the preferred behaviour during a pandemic. 
Besides that, also visible indirect messages like the 
red footprints, the lines in front of the cash desk, 
and the circles on public squares are used but 
less noticeable. Some of these measurements fall 
within the category of nudging. This Chapter will 
further define what a nudge is and why they are so 
hard to implement.

2.3.1 Definition

The concept of nudging is introduced by Richard 
Thaler, an economist associated with the Univer-
sity of Chicago, and Cass Sunstein, a lawyer and 
a former employee of the University of Chicago. 
After releasing their book: Nudge - Improving 
Decisions About Health, Wealth and Happiness 
in 2008, various (government) agencies started 
working with the concept. The following definition 
is provided by Thaler & Sunstein (2008) about 
nudging: 

‘any aspects of the choice architecture 
that alters people’s behaviour in a pre-

dictable way without forbidding any 
options or significantly changing their 

economic incentives’

 A few years later, Sunstein (2016) gives a shorter 
definition: “approaches that steer people in partic-
ular directions, but that also allow them to go their 
own way”. In the paper Nudging for beginners - A 
shortlist of issues in urgent need of research the 
importance of the simple change in the presenta-
tion of choice alternatives that make the desired 
choice the easy, automatic, and the default one is 
highlighted. Besides that, three essential principles 
of nudging are given (de Ridder, 2014).

1. Autonomy: A nudge should respect the au-
tonomous choice; the alternative option must 
remain possible.

2. Awareness: A nudge should be visible; there 
must be a sense of awareness that one might 
be nudged. However, this does not mean that 
it should be evident at first sight.  

3. Default: A nudge should make the desired 
choice the default one, as being easy and 
attractive.

The definition alongside the three principles will 
be discussed and elaborated with an example. 

Nudging
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The example that will be used is the urinal fly, see 
figure 4. An image of a fly was shown in the urinals 
of the men’s rooms at Schiphol Airport. The image 
was displayed in the urinal for men to point at 
while urinating. According to Aad Kieboom, a for-
mer manager at Schiphol Airport, the spill dropped 
by almost 80%, reducing the total cleaning costs of 
the airport by 8% (Ingraham, 2017; Evans-Prich-
ard, 2013). 

1. In the case of the urinal fly, the person’s au-
tonomy that is being nudges is guaranteed. He 
has the opportunity to ignore the fly and point 
somewhere else. The alternative choice is still 
available. Taking this criterion seriously means 
that the designer of a nudge must accept that 
people can behave oppositely. 

Maintaining autonomy while steering the 
behaviour can be tricky. For example, when 
the government wants people to eat healthier, 
banning unhealthy food violates the criteria 

of autonomy. A response to this might be to 
increase taxes on unhealthy food. However, 
by doing this, the autonomy of the group who 
cannot effort unhealthy food anymore is at risk 
(de Ridder, 2014; Mytton et al., 2012). A prov-
en example that stimulates healthier choices is 
by enlarging the distance to unhealthy snacks. 
By doing so, people still have to choose to go 
for the snacks instead of the healthier options 
(de Ridder et al., 2011; Hansen et al., 2016).

2. Awareness is difficult to discuss, especially 
since there is not much literature and evidence 
about this topic regarding nudges. Also, in the 
example of the urinal fly, there is no evidence 
that visitors of the men’s room knew they were 
being nudged. Within the awareness by nudg-
ing, there is a contradiction. On the one hand, 
when someone is aware that he or she is being 
nudged. It can ruin the effect, and people 
could act recalcitrant. However, when some-
one does not know he or she is tricked, the 
person can feel manipulated. This goes back to 
the first point, the autonomy. However, a little 
notice of a nudge, like the fly in the urinal, can 
contribute to accepting the nudge (de Ridder, 
2014; Sunstein, 2016). 

Another example is given by Wansink and 
Chandon (2014), to increase the consump-
tion of healthier food, in this case, salad, 
they moved the salad bar from the side of 
the lunchroom to the centre. This led to an 
increase in the consumption of salad (Dever-
eaux, 2014). An example within architecture 
can be found in the Hunt Library by Snøhetta. 
Here the architect made the stair stand out to 
stimulate people to take the stairs (Fracalossi, 
2020; Tilman, 2018). In both cases, the nudge 
is literally in front of the users. However, they 
are free to go another direction. 

3. According to Kieboom, the manager at 
Schiphol Airport, a man aims at a fly when he 
sees it. Such a natural inclination can be seen 
as a default rule. Unfortunately, these natu-
ral preferences are often unknown to us and 

Figure 4: The urinal fly
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complex to use (de Ridder, 2014). According to 
Sunstein (2016), default rules may be the most 
promising tool in choice architecture. Default 
rules will be further elaborated in Section 
2.3.4.

2.3.2 Conditions

De Ridder (2014) describes three principles for 
nudging. Sunstein (2016) provides four conditions 
for efficient nudging. 

1. The understanding of behaviour must be accu-
rate

This touches upon the default rule, principle 
three. Understanding the behaviour of men 
while urinating is of great importance since 
a misunderstanding can lead to an inefficient 
nudge.

2. Information should be straightforward to pro-
cess

According to Sunstein (2016), this has to do 
with ‘inertia and procrastination. If a nudge is 
too complex or the information is confusing, 
people might be unaffected by it.

3. The effort to steer should not be too obvious

This touches upon awareness, principle two. 
“People might show reactance to some nudges, 
rejecting an official effort to steer because it 
is an official effort to steer” (Sunstein, 2016, p 
18). 

4. The degree of recurrence

The degree of recurrence has to do with the 
default rule. When a nudge is repeated over 
and over again, it should become the default 
rule. 

2.3.3 Behaviour

According to Sunstein (2016), the most promis-
ing tool in choice architecture is the default rule. 
This has to do with the way our behaviour comes 
about. A distinction is made between conscious 

and subconscious behaviour. Although there seem 
to be two clear principles, the distinction can be 
hard to make (Pol & Swankhuisen, 2012). For ex-
ample, buying a new car seems to be a conscious 
decision. It is a choice that is thought about and 
taken well-considered (for example, buy this car 
since it runs on electricity). However, buying a new 
car is also party done subconsciousness; it is partly 
about emotion (does the car display who I am?). 
The steering of one of the two types of behaviour 
asks for a different approach. Primarily since a 
large part of subconscious behaviour is based 
upon the default rule (Berveling et al., 2011). 

The use of arguments can be helpful to alter the 
conscious behaviour of people. When a choice 
is already based upon arguments, people are 
more willing to (re)consider this choice when new 
arguments are handed to them. Subconscious 
behaviour, however, asks for a different approach 
to alter. Since the default choice plays an essential 
role within subconscious behaviour, people are 
often not open to new arguments, not that people 
do not want to see it; they just do not. To achieve 
a reconsideration of a default choice, it is essential 
to first reach the people before offering them an 
alternative (Berveling et al., 2011).

To clarify this, the newspaper which people read 
can be used as an example. When people sub-
scribe to a particular newspaper, this is a conscious 
choice. As time goes by, the subscription extends, 
and the conscious choice becomes more and more 
the default rule. People do not think about it any-
more. To change their choice for a newspaper, one 
should interrupt this process of the default rule. 
However, providing arguments for another news-
paper might not be effective since people are not 
open to it. While if another newspaper is already 
handed to people, the threshold to try it is low-
ered. People might find out that it is an alternative 
that could make them reconsider their choice for 
the default rule (Berveling et al., 2011). This is why 
newspapers are sometimes handed to people on 
train stations or in shopping districts.
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2.3.4 Default rule

According to Berveling et al. (2011), the default 
rule comes about by a combination of three layers. 
First is the individual layer, second the social layer, 
and last is the physical layer. The first layer treats 
a person as an individual with their own beliefs 
and lifestyle (Pol & Swankhuisen, 2012). These 
attitudes and lifestyles lead to a particular per-
ception. This is the way how people give meaning 
to the world and the people around them. This 
perception determines the choices people make 
(Berveling et al., 2011; Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 
2001).

Although people are unique, there are many simi-
larities between them, also in how people react. A 
few examples of this will be mentioned and clari-
fied below. This will provide a better understanding 
of the default choice people make. 

• Do not provide too many options. Making a 
choice gets more complicated when there are 
more options available. People do not want 
to take too much effort to make a decision. 
Choice architecture should make it easy to 
choose. To think about a daily decision again 
and again could lead to cognitive exhaustion 
(Schwartz, 2004, 2006; Sunstein, 2016). 

• Better safe than sorry. When people make a 
choice, they do not want to regret it. So, the 
default choice is often the one people feel 
familiar with (Berveling et al., 2011; Thaler & 
Sunstein, 2008).

• Short-term incentives. People are inclined to 
choose for the short-term result instead of the 
long-term result. They naturally prefer instant 
profits over future gains. The understanding of 
the possible results of a decision is essential. 
To nudge efficient, the outcome of the decision 
people make should be clear. The result must 
be easy and quick to understand (Berveling et 
al., 2011; Sunstein, 2016).

The second layer highlights the importance of 
the social aspect. The social context is subject to 

different influences like family, friend, colleagues, 
the government etc. All these different influences 
combined contribute to people’s norms and values 
to which they behave. There are prescriptive- 
(what is morally described) and descriptive (normal 
behaviour, what all people do) norms. Although 
people are taught to act according to prescrip-
tive norms, would you do the same if everyone 
jumped into the ditch? – and also think that they 
act according to these. In practice, something else 
is visible. The role of descriptive norms is more 
prominent than initially thought, according to Joly 
et al. (2008). 

Thus, social influence is primarily based on de-
scriptive norms, even if they contradict the pre-
scriptive norms. For example, people are sooner 
willing to cross the red light when other people do 
it as well. If someone has to wait alone for a traffic 
light, they mainly act according to the prescriptive 
norms. It is not allowed to cross when the light is 
red. However, when everyone is crossing, people 
tend to go along and act according to the de-
scriptive norms (Yagil, 2000). Their social context 
influences them—a phenomenon called herb be-
haviour, or ‘kuddegedrag’ in Dutch (Lalieu, 2008).  

2.3.5 Physical context

This automatically introduces the third factor, 
which is important for the default choice; the 
physical context. People behave differently in 
different locations. For example, people feel more 
relaxed when they are in the countryside and feel 
more in a hurry when they are in an urban envi-
ronment (Frydrychova, 2017). 

The last layer Berveling et al. (2011) introduces is 
the physical context, subdivided into three factors: 
legibility, ease and ambience. The physical context 
provides signals which are consciously and sub-
consciously being processed; this can influence 
the legibility. For example, the placement of trees 
next to a road. Drivers think they are driving faster 
when the placing of the trees is closer together 
(Berveling et al., 2011; Sokol, 2017). Ease plays an 
important role in large buildings like train stations 
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and shopping malls. It should be easy for visitors to 
find their way; clear floorplans and well-displayed 
routes can contribute to this (Thaler & Sunstein, 
2008; Van Hagen, 2011). The ambience of the 
physical context is important for people to be at 
ease. Different factors play a role in this expe-
rience of architecture. Multiple transportations 
companies are already experimenting with this. For 
example, Schiphol Airport is working on lighting, 
images and design and the Dutch railway company 
(NS) focusses more sound and smell (Van Hagen, 
2011). 

As been discussed above, behaviour is influenced 
and determined by multiple factors. Although only 
a few of them can be influenced, it is good to take 
others in mind. For example, the short-term incen-
tives cannot be changed quickly, but the principle 
can be used to predict a particular outcome. What 
can be changed relatively quickly is the physical 
context. Architecture can play an essential role in 
legibility, ease and ambience. Which elements are 
important for the experience of a specific place will 
be further explored in Chapter 2.4. 

Note of the author:

In the introduction of this chapter, two defini-
tions of nudging were given. Although they look 
the same, there is a significant difference to 
highlight. The first definition by Thaler & Sun-
stein (2008) states ‘alter people’s behaviour’, 
while the later definition by Sunstein (2016) 
states ‘approaches that steer people in partic-
ular directions’. The word steer in this last defi-
nition – especially the Dutch translation into 
‘duwtje’ – implicates a change in direction, that 
people have to act differently to meet the nudge. 
However, doing nothing can also be a behaviour 
change. Doing nothing can be seen as acting dif-
ferently if the default rule is to act. 

In this research, the term nudging is used as it is 
defined in the first definition. 
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Autonomy

A nudge should respect the autono-
mous choice; the alternative choice 
must remain possible. Take into 
account the reduced mobility, the 
residents should not be forced to take 
a longer route if they want to avoid the 
nudge since this is not always possible

Awareness

A nudge should be visible; there must 
be a sense of awareness that one 
might be nudged. However, when a 
nudge is too visible, it can work coun-
teractive.

Default choice

The desired choice should be the 
easy one. People should not think 
about how it should be executed; this 
should be done naturally. Studying and 
understanding the behaviour of the 
target group is essential to implement 
an effective nudge.  
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The physical context that Berveling et al. (2011) 
describes in Chapter 2.3 with its three factors: 
legibility, ease, and ambience, touches upon the 
experience of architecture. However, the experi-
ence of architecture differs for each individual. For 
example, a place can generate feelings of grandeur 
for one while it can feel intimidating for the other. 
To better understand how people perceive archi-
tecture, a distinction will be made between the 
users and the professional field.

2.4.1 The user

Literature provides multiple environmental ele-
ments that influence the perception of a place 
(Van Hagen, 2011). In 1996, Baker and Cameron 
tried to combine them and developed a model 
based on an earlier model by Bitner (1992). Bitner 
classifies the space where people are into three 
elements: ambient conditions, space function and 
sign, symbols & artefacts. Four years later, Baker 
and Cameron came up with a three-component 
typology of environmental elements:

Ambient elements: 

Intangible (background condition) 

lighting, temperature, music, smell

Design elements: 

Tangible (represent the components of the 
environment)

colour, furnishing, spatial layout

Social elements: 

People

Interaction

The ambient elements are perceived unconscious; 
they are taken for granted. The influence of them 
is natural or negative. They are most likely to be 
perceived when they are absent or unpleasant 
(Van Hagen, 2011). Light is, for example, only per-
ceived when it is too bright or too dark. The same 
goes for temperature and sound level. When it is 
too high or too low, people are likely to notice it. 
The design elements are perceived more conscious 
and draw more attention than the ambient ele-
ments. According to Van Hagen (2011), they can 
be grouped into aesthetical elements (architecture, 
style) and function elements (layout, comfort). The 
disconnection between architecture and layout 
can be disputed since both Vitruvius (Aicher et al., 
2001), Pallasmaa (2006) and Zumthor (2006) see 
this as a part of the architecture, as can be seen 
in the next paragraph. The social elements relate 
to the number of people in an environment and 
their interaction (Baker & Cameron, 1996). Notice 
that there is a large overlap with the three layers 
described by Berveling et al. (2011) in the previous 
paragraph. Design elements show a large overlap 
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with the third layer, physical context, while the 
social elements relate to the second layer. 

2.4.1 The Architect

Examining the work of famous architects can pro-
vide a better understanding of the elements they 
find essential for the experience of architecture. 
According to Pallasmaa (2006), a distinction can be 
made between those who favour sight and those 
who favour the multitude of sensory experiences. 
In the first category, architects like Le Corbusier 
and Richard Meier can be placed (Pallasmaa, 2006; 
Samuel, 2010). Architects like Alvar Aalto, Glenn 
Murcutt, Steven Holl, and Peter Zumthor belong to 
the second group of more conserved with all the 
senses in architecture (Hartoonian, 2007; Pallas-
maa, 2006). 

In Atmospheres (2006), Peter Zumthor names the 
elements which he finds crucial in architecture. 
Some of the ten elements find a considerable 
overlap with the environmental elements by the 
users. The ten elements are material compatibility, 
the sound of a space, the temperature of a space, 
surrounding objects, composure and seduction, 
tension between interior and exterior, levels of 
intimacy, the light on things, coherence and form 
(Zumthor, 2006). 

2.3.5 The common factor

Although the differences, there is also an overlap 
in essential elements for both the user and the 
architects. This is visualised in figure 5. 

By connecting the lose elements of both groups 
with each other, four different groups can be 
composed. Although most elements can be placed 
within a group, a few are left on their own: mate-
rial compatibility, surrounding objects, composure 
and seduction, coherence and people. Material 
compatibility is left out since it can be in each 
group. Different materials and how they are com-
patible influence sound, temperature, light etc. 
(Schifferstein & Wastiels, 2013). Materiality will 
thus be always taken into account while getting a 
better understanding of the different groups. 

1. Sound

Both architects and users acknowledge the 
importance of sound in a room, but they expe-
rience it differently. For architects and design-
ers, sound is an element to design with, how 
sound travels, the fall of the sound, the echo 
etc. However, the sound is also an element 
associated with particular places, the way you 
can hear the wind blowing, the sounds when 

Figure 5: The agreement in elements between the architects and the users
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someone enters a room, and how you walk 
through a room. All these separate sounds 
make the sound of your room, an unique sound 
(Aicher et al., 2001; Schifferstein & Wastiels, 
2013; Zumthor, 2006). However, according to 
Zumthor (2006, p.29): “many people are not 
aware of the sound a room makes”. 

This awareness of sound plays an essential 
role in how users perceive sound in an envi-
ronment. It is categorised (as shown in figure 
5) by the ambient elements, which are taken 
for granted. They are perceived chiefly uncon-
sciously. So, people only notice sound when 
the acoustics differs from ordinary. For exam-
ple, the echo should not be too long; back-
ground music should not be too loud or too 
soft etc. This suggests that there is a range of 
acceptance for people concerning background 
noises. However, this range can differ from en-
vironment to environment (Baker & Cameron, 
1996; Bitner, 1992; Van Hagen, 2011). For ex-
ample, a concert hall should have a completely 
different echo than a shopping mall.

2. Temperature 

Temperature is also an ambient element and 
has many similarities with sound, as it is main-
ly perceived unconsciously. However, when 
perceived consciously, it is often negative since 
the temperature is often outside the range of 
comfort (Baker & Cameron, 1996; Van Hagen, 
2011). Although the WHO describes some 
norms for the temperature inside, this is also 
partly based on the context (World Health Or-
ganization, 2011). However, a thing to consid-
er, especially for seniors, is heatwaves and how 
to provide enough cooling for them (Heesak-
kers, 2018; Visser, 2019).  

Although architects do not divide temperature 
into ranges of pleasant and unpleasant, they 
are for sure dealing with it. From the early ages 
on, different ways of designing buildings are 
connected to different climates. For example, 
buildings located on the surface directly under 

the sun should provide more protection against 
the heath of the sun than buildings located 
further away from the equator (Aicher et al., 
2001). But architects also look at the mate-
rials. For example, steel and glass are often 
associated with cold, while wood is associated 
with warmth. This is partly determined by the 
heat transfer properties and the absorbance of 
the materials (Schifferstein & Wastiels, 2013). 
Alternatively, as Zumthor (2006, p.35) states: 
“Temperature in this sense is physical, but pre-
sumably psychological too. It is in what I see, 
what I feel, what I touch, even with my feet”.

3. Spatial layout 

Spatial layout is quite a broad concept, and this 
can also be seen in the infill that architects and 
the users give to it. Architects are more fo-
cussed on proportion, symmetry etc. (Wetmore 
et al., 1916; Zumthor, 2006), while users focus 
more on wayfinding, feelings of crowding and 
how equipment and furnishings are arranged 
(Baker & Cameron, 1996; Bitner, 1992; Mar-
quardt & Schmieg, 2009). 

Although architects relate mathematical prin-
ciples such as symmetry and proportion to 
the layout, there is also a psychological con-
nection. Proportion and size are related to 
feelings of being intimidated, being humble but 
also feelings of strength, grandeur (Zumthor, 
2006). For users, especially when new places 
are visited, wayfinding is essential. People want 
to understand a space. Furthermore, where 
the architects look to proportion – the golden 
section, for example – the users look for refer-
ence points. By making clear reference points, 
people can recall spatial situations and move 
through a building easier (Aicher et al., 2001; 
Innes et al., 2011; Marquardt & Schmieg, 
2009; Van Hagen, 2011; Van Kaathoven, per-
sonal communication January 21, 2021).

4. Colour & Light

Colour and light are two different things. Co-
lour is a property of an element, while the light 
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is an element on its own. However, there are 
also a few similarities. Both are perceived visu-
ally, can evoke emotions but most important; 
they influence each other.

Colours can be divided into warm and cold 
colours. Warm colours tend to have an arous-
ing and sometimes stressful effect on people, 
while cool colours tend to decrease stress 
levels (Baker & Cameron, 1996; O’Connor, 
2011). However, colours must be seen and 
interpreted in a setting. For example, red can 
be associated with romance in a theatre, with 
blood in a hospital and with failures on your 
car’s dashboard (Van Hagen, 2011). Except for 
evoking emotions and associations, colour can 
be used to ease wayfinding (Hidayetoglu et al., 
2012). 

That light is interpreted differently by the 
architects, and the users can already be seen 
in their description. The architects write about 
light as light on things while the users describe 
it as an ambient element. The user experience, 
just like sound and temperature, also light as 
a range of comfort. Just like colour, also the 
setting is of importance (Baker & Cameron, 
1996). At the office, there is a higher level of 
light than there is in the bedroom. The level of 
lighting can be expressed in lux. A higher lux (to 
a certain extent) increases productivity (Bom-
mel, 2003). 

Architects write more about the behaviour of 
light, how it reflects, the shadow it produc-
es, the way it enters etc. (Bates & Sergison, 
2016; Pallasmaa, 2006; Zumthor, 2006). This is 
strongly related to the materials which are be-
ing used. Texture plays an important role here. 
Smooth materials, like marble, appear glossy 
because they reflect much light, and there is 
no shadow since the material is so smooth. On 
the other hand, mat materials, like (unpolished) 
concrete, absorb much light and creates a 
shadow on its surface due to its texture (Fenko 
et al., 2010; Schifferstein & Wastiels, 2013; 
Zumthor, 2006). 

Absorbing and reflecting light has also to do 
with the colour of a material or the colour it is 
painted. 

Furniture 

At last but not least the element furniture. Al-
though it is more an element of interior design and 
often based on people’s preference, it is worth 
mentioning since this research aims at seniors. 
Furniture but also the decoration is often associat-
ed with wayfinding in literature. Therefore, furni-
ture can serve as reference points in the layout to 
make wayfinding easier. There is also a difference 
being made between furniture in communal areas 
and private space. The communal space should 
have a natural interior while the private spaces are 
preferably furnished with their furniture. Also, the 
communal spaces should not have the same interi-
or (Innes et al., 2011; Marquardt & Schmieg, 2009; 
Van Kaathoven, personal communication, January 
21, 2021).

2.4.1 Architectural elements and nudging

Now that the architectural elements which de-
termine the atmosphere are set by a combination 
of the professional field and the users, it is time 
to see which are suitable for nudging. As is stat-
ed in Section 2.3.3, human behaviour is of great 
importance while nudging. Also, the difficulty 
of understanding this behaviour is explained. To 
research, analyse and design with architectural 
elements used as a nudge, interaction with people 
is necessary. However, due to the current situa-
tion of COVID-19 and the corresponding restric-
tions, research where people are involved, is very 
difficult. Especially the senior target group have 
a significant risk and thus the hardest restriction 
regarding visiting, etc. This has a significant impact 
on the research, the questions to ask, and how to 
ask those questions. 

Group 1 and group 2, respectively sound and tem-
perature, will be left out of this research. Although 
the author is convinced that sound and tempera-
ture can be of great importance in directing people 
to where to go and where to stay, experimenting 
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with it seems impossible. Where lighting and co-
lour, and spatial layout can be translated to figures 
and impressions, this cannot be done with sound 
and temperature. To play with sound and tempera-
ture, relatively large setups had to be made where 
the seniors could walk around and experience 
materials concerning sound and temperature. That 
testing this is not possible at the time of writing 
does not mean that it should not be done in the 
future to get a better understanding of its impor-
tance in spaces and how we as architects can steer 
behaviour with these elements. 

Group 3 and 4, on the contrary, can be made visi-
ble and are thus suitable for testing with the target 
group, seniors in a nursing home. 

During a conversation with the team manager of 
Oktober, she clarified what kind of figures could be 
tested and what kind of figures would be too diffi-
cult. Impressions and renders of spaces would be 
suitable. However, floorplans or sections drawings 
would be too complex. (Van Kaathoven, personal 
communication, January 21, 202). This probably 
has to do with visualising a 3D figures based upon 
a 2D drawing. 

Spatial layout and lighting, and colour will be 
further discussed in respectively Chapter 3.3 and 
Chapter 3.6. First, a framework for both elements 
will be presented based upon literature research, 
after which the most promising elements will be 
picked out to see what a nudge can have for an 
effect here. 
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Spatial Layout

The arrangement of spaces with dif-
ferent functions throughout a building 
can provide the opportunity to meet 
new people. However, privacy and 
intimacy of the residents should be 
respected at all times.

Light and colour

Light and colour can steer people 
through a building and make wayfin-
ding easier. Using the right colour is 
very important but can be different for 
each building and setting. 
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.1Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 2.4, the professional 
field and the users emphasise different themes 
regarding spatial layout. The designers focus more 
on the proportion and placement of spaces while 
users stress the importance of a space’s experi-
ence. Although this might seem odd, Bates and 
Sergison (2016) come with a possible explanation. 
The professional field is trained to think and work 
with plans, so they separate plans and experienc-
es from each other. However, this does not mean 
that the professional field does not recognise the 
importance of the experience of space. Both Bates 
& Sergison (2016), Pallasmaa (2006) and Zumthor 
(2006) write about spaces that can feel generous, 
intimidating but also make you feel larger. Howev-

er, they relate the experience of a space to scale 
and proportion, the size of room related to the 
human scale. 

Nevertheless, the experience of space has gained 
a more prominent place in architecture. Tschumi 
(1994) introduced a theory about external se-
quences whereby the spatial relationship can be 
recognised as sequences—for example, moving 
from A to B in a city where you pass by fixed 
places. During such a route, spontaneous social 
interaction can take place. Although the design-
er cannot arrange these interactions, he or she 
can design possible locations. Treating cities and 
buildings as a sequence can also be seen in the 

Figure 6: Comparable studies of figure ground plans of central London. Right ‘19 Left ‘20 century
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work of others like Rem Koolhaas; due to his 
background in making movies, he still works with 
a storyboard. What is the story when you move 
through a building, what do you see, what do you 
experience? (Davids, 1999; Gandelsonas, 1998; 
Koolhaas, 1978). 

Comparing the sequence of buildings and cities 
with each other is also something other architects 
like Ben van Berkel and Herman Hertzberger did. 
For De Drie Hoven Elderly Housing, Hertzberg-
er talks about constructing an environment that 
provides social interaction possibilities in a setting 
having similar characteristics to a small town (Mc-
Carter, 2015; Ockhuysen, 2018). Also, Bates and 
Sergison (2016) recognise the social interaction 
characteristics of a city. The program of a city con-
nects the public with the private world. According 
to them, this program can bring people together, 
form communities and offer integration. However, 
they notice a loss of public realm since the ‘70s 
and try to make this visible by a Nolli Map*  of 
London from the 19th and 20th century (figure 6). 
They conclude from those drawings that buildings 
are treated as an object in itself nowadays, leaving 
the space surrounding them recessive and form-
less. To retain the program of the city, of social 
interaction and forming communities, the space 
between should be actively designed. 

Baum and Davis (1980) acknowledge the function 
that the space between can have. However, they 
take it back to a smaller scale, one of corridors or 
hallways between neighbours. According to them, 
this is the space where interaction needs to take 
place. Neighbours can gather, interact, play games 
but also disturb each other. So, this transition 
space can increase but also decrease the quality of 
the residential environment. 

Bardeesi et al. (1992) come back to the apparent 
contradiction of the importance of layout between 
the physical factors and the experience the spatial 
behavioural factors. The transition space should 
be the space between the public world and the 
private world. 

The aim is to design a building to prevent lone-
liness by stimulating (meaningful) interactions, 

the layout should incorporate this. Based on the 
above, this means that going to one’s apartment 
should be more, or at least as important as one’s 
apartment itself. The design of the building will 
therefore be divided into three areas. 

The first one will be the squares. Areas in the 
building where people live and can form commu-
nities. Physical boundaries will not separate those 
areas. However, spatial behaviour factors can be 
used to distinguish the areas from other regions. 

The second one will be the crossings. Areas where 
the infrastructure will cross and spontaneous 
social interaction can and should happen. Both 
physical and spatial behaviour factors can play a 
role in this. 

The third one will be the route. The hallways, 
paths, stairs, ramps and elevators all the areas 
which are used to move around. Since these areas 
can and will overlap with other areas, they need to 
be recognisable to make finding your way easy. 

Each of these spaces will be further discussed and 
elaborated on in the following paragraphs. All of 
them will start with a comparison between the 
dynamics of a city and a building. After that, the 
theory behind the design will be explained and 
made visible together with a short reflection on 
the problem of loneliness and how this space tries 
to prevent it. 

* Inspired by the etching of Giovanni Battista Nolli and his 18th century 
map of Rome. Known as Pianta Grande di Roma (1748).
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.2The Square
3.2.1 Learning from the city

Just like a city, a building houses numerous res-
idents. But where the city has various arrange-
ments of houses, a building often has one. The 
most common arrangements of houses in cities are 
squares, streets and flats. While in both office and 
apartments buildings, this is only the hallway. Mor-
phologic and function wise streets and hallways 
have a lot in common. The buildings on the side 
are often higher than the street, or the hallway is 
wide, making it feel narrow and sometimes even 
intimidating (Zumthor, 2006), resulting in a place 
where people will not stay longer than necessary. 
The primary function will thus be one of trans-
portation, going from A to B. On the contrary, a 
square is often wider than the buildings are high, 
making it an open and clear space, making it more 
pleasant to stay. Squares often have a more social 
character than a street (Gehl, 2011). There are 
more terraces, public buildings and less space for 
traffic compared to a street. 

3.2.2 A social setup

The necessity of more social interaction in build-
ings is often mentioned by Herman Herzberger in 
his publications and can be seen in his designs. For 
example, in Lessons on Architecture 2 (Hertzberg-
er, 1999), he writes about the principle of boring 
rooms facing endless long hallways. In his search 
for a new arrangement of offices for his famous 

building Centraal Beheer in Apeldoorn, he even 
writes, ‘get rid of all the hallways and the lofts’. 

However, arranging offices for an office building 
and apartments for an assisted ambulatory housing 
is not the same. As can be derived from Chapter 
2.2, many residents have to deal with physical 

Figure 7: Study of different arrangements of apartments
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complaints, making walking and climbing stairs 
more difficult. Besides that, the residential function 
makes privacy and personal space a more signif-
icant issue that should be considered. Especially 
the different compartments of space, the person-
al, relational and collective space are important 
to consider (Cacioppo et al., 2015; Hall, 1963). 
Furthermore, it is also important to consider what 
people see and what they face when opening 
their door. The field of view should thus be taken 
into account, what is the angle of the focus area 
and what do you see with only one eye (Hall, 
1963; LUMC, 2017). Next to that, the architec-
tural factors that Bardeesi et al. (1992) mention, 
which have already been discussed in Chapter 2.4, 
should not be forgotten. Also, the experience of 
crowded should be taken into account, as Desor 
(1972) mentions. He highlights the importance 
of the number of architectural elements such as 
doors and partitions in a room. People experience 
a place as more crowded when there are more of 
these elements. Even so, the geometry of a room 
contributes to such a feeling. Square spaces, for 
example, are experienced more crowded than 
rectangular ones. 

Next to all the architectural parameters mentioned 
above, the user experience should not be forgot-
ten. When experimenting with different setups 
of apartments, a communal space always arises, 
whether it is a hallway, a courtyard, or a square, 
see figure 7. The size of the group to which people 
share such a space is essential, especially when 
the focus is on social interaction (Baum & Davis, 

1980; Fokkema & van Tilburg, 2007). One might 
think the larger the group, the larger the number 
of interactions, a lower level of loneliness. How-
ever, literature proves the opposite to a certain 
extent. A bigger group lead to more interaction but 
also unwanted or unpleasant interaction (Baum & 
Davis, 1980; Van Hagen, 2011). This was tested 
by a study by Baum and Davis (1980, p 472), they 
found out that large clusters of resident (32-40) 
reported more unwanted interactions and were 
less able to predict or determine the nature and 
frequency of social contact than residents of a 
short corridor (6-20). 

Long-corridor residents reported more difficulties 
in regulating social contact. They experienced it 
as more hectic and less controllable compared to 
short-corridor residents. Although their results 
(Baum & Davis, 1980) show that both long- and 
short-corridor residents know almost the same 
number of neighbours, the short-corridor residents 
reported more of them as friends. Also, the ques-
tionnaire results by Space10 and Anton & Irene 
(n.d.) provide insight into the number of residents 
people think is best for a community, namely 4 
– 10 people. This questionnaire by Space10 and 
Anton & Irene is part of a research project into 
communal living. Since the project is still going 
on and the questionnaire is still open, the results 
might differ over time. 

Another preference of the survey participants is 
that they prefer to live with other seniors, cou-
ples and singles (Space10 & Anton & Irene, n.d.). 

Figure 8: Concept behind the layout of the apartments
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Therefore, the setup of the apartments should 
preferably consist of different types and sizes, such 
as houses for couples, singles and users of wheel-
chairs, see figure 8. 

3.2.3 Importance of feeling at home

When seniors move from their own house to a 
care facility, their social environment changes. 
Most of the social relations of seniors live near-
by, within 10 minutes travel time (van Tilburg & 
de Jong-Gierveld, 2007). So, when they move to 
another location, a big part of their social network 
will not be so close anymore. It is thus of great 
importance that the building that seniors move to 
stimulates and provides the opportunity to meet 
new people. People with many contacts with-
in the neighbourhood experience a lower level 
of loneliness than people with almost the same 
number of contacts further away (Fokkema & van 
Tilburg, 2007; Lim et al., 2020; van Tilburg & de 
Jong-Gierveld, 2007). The contacts people have in 

Figure 10: Study of the overlap in personalspace from the different setups 
of apartments

Figure 9: Study of view lines from the different setups of apartments

their neighbourhood partly depends on the type 
of house they live in. Loneliness occurs more in 
apartment buildings and tenement houses than in 
single-family homes and protected housing facil-
ities. Research shows that people who live in an 
apartment building or tenement house have 1 to 
1.5 fewer neighbourhood relationship than people 
from other house types. (van Tilburg & de Jong-Gi-
erveld, 2007). Since most seniors move to apart-
ment buildings, the setup of these apartments is of 
great importance. 

Besides providing the opportunity to meet new 
people (figure 9), the quality of the relationship is 
essential, as mentioned in Chapter 2.1. By setting 
up the apartments so that small communities can 
be formed, there is a bigger chance that the social 
ties strengthen (Weiss, 1974). When recalling the 
social provision theory, especially the ties of at-
tachment, opportunity for nurturance and reassur-
ance of worth can flourish in a communal setting. 
Moreover, since the community is relatively small, 
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Figure 11: How the squares connect

people are easier engaged and willing to help one 
another (Machielse, 2006; van der Zwet et al., 
2020). 

The different communities each have their own 
communal space (figure 10), which they should 
make their own. Alternatively, as Lacaton and 
Vassal (2015) would say, a space with freedom of 
use. They argue that residents should have the 
opportunity to make a space their own by fur-
nishing and using it the way they want. By doing 
so, people use the space more actively than when 
someone entirely designs it for them. Enable peo-
ple to participate in communal activities is good 
for social relations and their physical conditions. 
Especially since observations show that during the 
day, residents of care facilities are more than 50% 
of the time inactive (doing nothing, watching TV or 
sleeping). And only around 15% of their day they 
are active with hobbies or communicating with 
others (den Ouden et al., 2015; Harper Ice, 2002). 
Personal belongings and objects that interests 
people are an excellent start to a conversation 
(Van Kaathoven, personal communication, January 
21, 2021). 

3.2.4 The way to go

The studied conceptual setups number 3, shows 
the most potential. The rectangular shape of the 
communal space houses 4 to 10 apartments de-
pending on their shape and size. Moreover, it pro-
vides four possible access routes or extra openings 
for daylight, see figure 11. Due to the location of 
the access routes, which are inspired by an urban 
planning concept based on artistic principles (Sitte, 
1991), different squares can be connected. By do-
ing it in this way, a minimum of square meters will 
be used as a hallway. Furthermore, the entrances 
of the apartments are located in a way that they 
are not facing each other, nor are they located 
directly next to each other. This has its positive ef-
fects on the feeling of privacy and intimacy. These 
issues will be further discussed in Chapter 4.1.
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The Crossing
3.3.1 The living room of the city

Moving through the built environment is some-
thing people do daily. Going to work, to the super-
market, and meeting friend, humans are constantly 
on the move. Especially in a dense environment, 
it can feel like moving through the space between 
(Bates & Sergison, 2016). A space carved out be-
tween building blocks, a space which is called the 
street. Although it is often seen as the lifeline of a 
city, it is more than just roads leading people from 
A to B. Streets and roads appear in different forms, 
from the Ramblas in Barcelona to the Professor 
Doctor Dorgelolaan in Eindhoven and the Vlaaik-
ensgang in Antwerp, see figure 12.  Besides their 
different appearance, also their function differs. 
You probably will not see someone strolling over 
the Professor Doctor Dorgelolaan, neither do 
you see one driving through the Vlaaikensgang. 
Streets in a city provide the opportunity to meet, 
encounter someone, and sneak around and avoid 
people (Gehl, 2011). Different streets provide a 
mixture of places to seek or avoid interaction. This 
social aspect of a city should be represented in a 
building. An architect should design spaces where 
interaction can occur, whether this is just saying 
hello, playing cards, or inviting someone for cof-
fee (Hertzberger, 1999; McCarter, 2015). So, the 
space between should accommodate social inter-
action in different forms. 

Las Ramblas, Barcelona

Professor Doctor Dorgelolaan, Eindhoven

Vlaaikensgang, Antwerp

Figure 12: Differnt types of streets

3.3.2 Spaces that make it happen

Designing a space where social interaction can 
occur is more than just designing an ample open 
space where people can gather. It is about what 
people do, how are they situated, are they focused 
on something, and what is the character of the 
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Figure 13: Different concept drawings of socio-petal spaces applied on crossings

space? (Hertzberger, 1999). Can these spaces and 
their function contribute to the ties of the social 
provision theory of Weiss, as explained in Chapter 
2.1? For example, if seniors could take care of a 
vertical garden on one of the crossings, could this 
contribute to the reassurance of worth? Can a se-
cluded bench contribute to a reliable alliance? Can 
a bookshelf on one of the crossings contribute to a 
guidance relationship?

All the opportunities to interact with others should 
not be too much. A pleasant living environment 
should also feel safe and protected, as addressed 
in Chapter 2.2. There should be extra attention to 
the balance between private and public. 

Bardeesi et al. (1992) come up with three different 
techniques which can be used to optimise spaces 
where social interaction can happen: 

• Entrance orientation

By orientating physical elements in a certain 
way, different behaviour can be stimulated 
(Berveling et al., 2011). For example, when 
chairs are positioned back to back, a conver-
sation will be difficult and will probably not 
occur. While when chairs are facing each other, 
a conversation is more likely to happen. These 
kinds of settings are called socio-petal, encour-
aging interaction (figure 13), and socio-fugal, 
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discouraging interaction (figure 14) (Brand, 
2009; Corsini, 2016; Hall, 1963). Although 
Hertzberger (1999) does not mention these 
concepts, he writes about spaces designed to 
hang out and pause for a couple of minutes. 
He provides the opportunity to sit down by 
placing benches and elements like planters or 
stairs. The primary function of these elements 
is not to sit on them. Instead, he tries to design 
them in such a way that it is inviting to do so. 
Bardeesi et al. (1992) focus more on the ori-
entation of door and windows. The entrances 
should be orientated in a convergent pattern to 
achieve a socio-petal effect, while they should 

be divergent for a socio-fugal approach. 

• Physical barriers

Elements placed between the communal space 
and the entrance of the private space can act 
as a barrier. In this case, two approaches are 
possible, isolating - discouraging interaction 
- and integrating - encouraging interaction - 
(Bardeesi et al., 1992). A more considerable 
distance can be created by designing barriers 
between the private- and public space. Ele-
ments such as gates, doors, railings and steps 
allow designers to define degrees of connec-
tion (Bates & Sergison, 2016). This can be 

Figure 14: Different concept drawings of socio-fugal spaces applied on crossings
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done to isolate buildings but also to connect 
contrapositions. Alternatively, as Aldo van 
Eyck named them ‘duofenomenen’, connecting 
inside and outside, private and public, unity 
and diversity, etc., he tried with his design of 
the Amsterdam Orphanage (1960) (Kleijn et al., 
1995). 

• Territorial extension

The selection and location of functions that 
attract people and movement should be placed 
carefully to avoid unpleasant gathering or 
abandoned places (Bardeesi et al., 1992). By 
distributing function equally throughout the 
building, social interaction can be stimulated 
(McCarter, 2015).

The three different techniques mentioned above 
are connected with spatial behavioural factors. 
Especially those of privacy and security. These 
factors will be taken into account while designing 
the three different areas. 
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.4
3.4.1 Knowing your way through the city

A typical day is often a sequence of activities. 
Going to the supermarket, going to the train 
station and visiting friends for example. Between 
these activities, we are on the move. Although 
the supermarket can be in the same place as the 
train station, a friend cannot live there. So, since 
we do this regularly, it is not a problem. You know 
how to get to the supermarket, train station etc. 
However, you will not find it that easily in a new 
environment. You have to find your way. First, you 
have to make a cognitive map, and this acquires 
the skill of wayfinding. This is the same for a new 
building. You must first get the know it before you 
can walk around without wondering where you 
are. Although this is on a smaller scale, the princi-
ples are more or less the same. Whether it is a city 
or a building, people use the same strategies for 
finding their way and forming their cognitive map 
(Hamburger, 2020). 

3.4.2 The Search

Before the design principles are given and ex-
plained, it is helpful to highlight the difference 
between the concepts of wayfinding and cognitive 
map. For this, a definition by Jacobson (1998 p 
289) is used, ‘Cognitive mapping is used in spa-
tial choice and decision making in wayfinding and 
navigation, migration, environmental preferences 
for modes of transport, shopping, recreation, hous-

ing, and in learning new environments and maps’. 
A cognitive map can thus be used by wayfinding. 
Furthermore, wayfinding can be described as a set 
of skills based on peoples’ motivation, experience 
and cognitive abilities to find one’s way (Richter & 
Winter, 2014). In new environments, people often 
use landmarks and relate the routes to them, see 
figure 15. Although this is an effective method, 
people can encounter difficulties when a landmark 
is missing. When people know the environment 
better and have already constructed a cognitive 
map, they do not rely on landmarks anymore. 
There is a sense of knowing where there are (Ar-
thur & Passini, 1992; Davis et al., 2009; Hamburg-
er, 2020).  

Problems with wayfinding and cognitive mapping 
can result in stressful situations and unpleasant 
experiences (Jamshidi et al., 2020). Often these 
experiences have a negative influence on how 
people perceive a place. The easiest option is to 
avoid such places or take some more time. For 
example, if you need to take the train at an unclear 
train station, you will leave a few minutes earlier 
(Van Hagen, 2011). However, difficulties with way-
finding for people with vision impairments, limited 
mobility or reduced cognitive functioning can 
make them insecure about leaving their home or 
familiar environment (Innes et al., 2011; Jamshidi 
et al., 2020). Since the target group in this study is 
seniors, these factors should be considered. 

The Route
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Figure 15: Landmarks make wayfinding easier

The process of wayfinding and cognitive mapping 
show many similarities. Jamshidi et al. (2020) de-
scribe different factors which are considered to be 
necessary. They identify 2 different factors and 5 
different domains: 

• User factors

1. Wayfinding cognition

Spatial memory, spatial reference frames, spa-
tial updating, spatial problem-solving heuristics, 
logical associations, information pick-up, spatial 
abilities, working memory, neuroanatomy

2. Wayfinding behaviour

Behavioural performance, navigation pattern

3. Individual differences

Age, sex, psychological stage, culture

• Environmental factors

4. Environmental elements 

Floor plan configuration, regions, edges, paths, 
nodes, landmarks

5. Environmental cues

Signs, maps, other environmental factors

Since not all the user factors can be influenced 
within the field of architecture, most of them will 
be left out. Only spatial problem-solving heuristics 
and age will be further elaborated. Of the environ-
mental domains, only the environmental elements 
will be used. Although multiple studies show the 
effectiveness of signage and mapping (Arthur 
& Passini, 1992; Berger & Eiss, 2002; Ridenour, 
2000), this will not be discussed further. 

Before the design principles are elaborated, a 
further definition and relevancy are necessary for 
both the user and environmental factors. Starting 
with the user factors: 

Age: since the design is focused on a specific age 
group, it is helpful to know their limitations. Ageing 
is associated with a decline of different function. 
According to R.L. Davis et al. (2008), this is also 
the case for spatial cognitive functions. Seniors 
have more significant heading errors, are less ef-
fective in place learning and thus acquire less spa-
tial knowledge (i.e., routes, distance, directions and 
landmarks) (R.L. Davis et al., 2008, 2009; Jamshidi 
et al., 2020). Wilkniss et al. (1997) did some ex-
periments on landmarks and wayfinding compared 
to age. Although the results showed that older 
adults made significantly more errors recalling the 
route than younger adults, there was no significant 
difference between the groups in recognising land-
marks. Landmarks as such should thus better be 
used as recognition points instead of anchors for 
wayfinding (Richter & Winter, 2014). The concepts 
of landmarks will be discussed at the environmen-
tal factors. 
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Spatial problem-solving heuristics: Jamshidi et al. 
(2020) distinguish multiple heuristics which re-
late to wayfinding. However, before these types 
are elaborated, the concept of heuristics will be 
explained briefly. According to Cambridge Dictio-
nary (n.d.), a heuristic is: a way of solving prob-
lems by discovering things yourself and learning 
from your own experiences. Alternatively, as Todd 
and Gigerenzer (2000, p731) describe it: ‘heuris-
tics employ a minimum of time, knowledge, and 
computation to make adaptive choices in real 
environments’. Heuristics can thus be described as 
time-saving methods to make quick decisions on 
a minimum of processed information. This process 
automatically filters all the environmental informa-
tion and ignores irrelevant information. However, 
since this is done automatically or unconscious, 
it can produce errors (Bobadilla-suarez & Love, 
2018). This unconscious processing of information 
can be related to the default rule described by 
Thaler and Sunstein (2008) (see Section 2.3.4). 

According to Jamshidi et al. (2020), spatial prob-
lem-solving heuristics can be divided into different 
types. Four of these types will be discussed since 
they could be beneficial for the design: (1) the 
action continuation heuristic, (2) the initial segment 

heuristic, (3) the central point heuristic and (4) the 
fine-to-coarse planning heuristic. See figure 16 for 
a overview of the heuristics. (1) The action contin-
uation strategy is a heuristic whereby individuals 
will automatically continue their course of action 
if changing it does not seem to be beneficial or 
necessary—this strategy motivated by the idea that 
changing course could cost extra energy. Accord-
ing to Van Tilburg and Igou (2014), switching tasks 
is considered to be more energy-consuming. (2) 
The initial segment heuristic can be briefly described 
as the strategy of people to postpone turning as 
long as possible. Research by Van Tilburg and Igou 
(2014) showed that participants prefer routes 
with the lengthiest initial segment. (3) The central 
point heuristic is about the spine of a building. 
People rely on elements like entrances and stair-
cases for their orientation in a building (Jamshidi 
et al., 2020). Elements as such should be visible 
and should ease experiencing the spatial layout 
(Hölscher et al., 2006). (4) The fine-to-coarse heuris-
tic states that people divide elements into smaller 
pieces—an environment into different regions, 
regions into different places etc. For example, for 
a multiple story buildings, a person first moves to 
the target’s floor before one continues to the tar-

Figure 16: The different heuristics made visible
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Figure 17: Concept of wayfinding 

get (Hölscher et al., 2006; Jamshidi et al., 2020). 

Since the environmental elements are more 
straightforward and easier to grasp in figures, their 
description will be shorter. A few factors show 
overlap with other environmental or user factors. 
This will be further discussed in the next paragraph 
when some design guidelines are proposed. 

Floor plan: a floor plan configuration is the general 
layout of an environment. To identify what stimu-
lates and what disturbs the process of wayfinding, 
Jamshidi et al. (2020) look at different studies 
where people were asked to draw the route they 
walked through an environment. An overall finding 
was that floor plan complexity lowered the chance 
for people to draw the correct routing. When 
patterns in an environment can be grasped and 
understood, this provides higher legibility of the 
environment. A high number of axial lines and the 
same location and orientation of staircases can im-
prove the legibility (Hölscher et al., 2006; Jamshidi 
et al., 2020; O’Neill, 1992).

Regions: the concept of regions was already intro-
duced in the fine-to-coarse heuristic but without 
a further explanation. Regions in an environmental 
setting can be described as building or elements 
with common characterises. (Jamshidi et al., 2020). 
Within the built environment, it is essential that 
the regions can be visually distinguished from each 
other. A study by Montello and Pick (1993) show 
that regions are used as landmarks in spatial orien-
tation rather than a stimulator for the legibility of 
the site. 

Figure 17 shows different approaches to ease 
wayfinding. The floor plan is consists of a con-
tinuous route over the whole floor. This prima-
ry route consist of four minor routes (b). These 
routes can be seen as shortcuts. Axial lines are 
introduced to look outside and through the 
building (c), making it easier to orientate your-
self on the floor. These sightlines come togeth-
er in four points in the building centre and can 
be identified as central point heuristics (d). The 
vertical circulation is located at these spots 

to improve the legibility of the floor plan. The 
elevators and staircases are orientated in the 
same position on each floor and are in line with 
one of the sightlines.

Edges: an edge can be best defined as a boundary 
between two regions that is not considered a path 
(Jamshidi et al., 2020). According to Bates and 
Sergison (2016) and Zumthor (2006), edges can 
be physically there (i.e. a threshold, a railing) but 
can also be created by using contrasting materials, 
colours or lighting effects. 

Edges can also function as boundaries for 
layers of privacy, as can be seen in figure 18. 
This painting by Pieter van Hooch (c. 1663) can 
be divided into six different layers. These layers 
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enlarge the distance between the house, the 
private area, and the street, the public area.

Paths: paths can be seen as channels in an interior 
environment, which people uses to move along. 
Hidayetoglu et al. (2012) experimented with the 
effect of colour and light on how people experi-
enced paths and hallways and came to 3 conclu-
sions. Warm coloured corridors were more memo-
rable, cool coloured corridors better navigable and 
bright colours more positively (Hidayetoglu et al., 
2012). 

Nodes: Nodes are decision points along the way 
where two or more alternatives are available 
(O’Neill, 1992). Nodes are closely related to heu-
ristics since decision making in such cases is often 
done subconsciously. For example, at a split where 
people have to choose between two hallways, 
brighter and/or wider ones were preferred (Hiday-
etoglu et al., 2012; van Tilburg & Igou, 2014).

As shown in figure 19, the design of space can 
highlight paths. This can be done in an obvious 
way by literally defining a path on the ground 
(A). However, a less obvious approach by high-
lighting the path on the ceiling is also an option 
(B). Nodes can also be implemented in differ-
ent ways. By defining edges, it becomes clear 
where a decision point is (C;D). 

Figure 18: Differt layers in the painting Boy bringing bread by Pieter de Hooch (c. 1663)

Figure 19: Ideas for the intergration of paths and nodes
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Landmarks: Jamshidi et al. (2020) treat a land-
mark as a separate factor as an object’s role. For 
that, the definition by Richter and Winter (2014): 
‘landmarks are geographical object that structure 
human mental representation of spaces’, would 
suffice. However, Montello (2017) disagrees with 
Jamshidi et al. and Richter and Winter. He states 
that the other 4 elements, nodes, paths, edges and 
regions, are also landmarks. The term landmark 
should be treated as a separate concept but could 
be implemented with the other factors. 

Although there is some debate if a landmark is an 
object with a specified role or an object which can 
take up such a role (Jamshidi et al., 2020; Montel-
lo, 2017; Richter & Winter, 2014), there is consen-
sus about its primary condition. A landmark should 
distinguish itself from its environment. A church 
can act as a landmark. Suppose that, one parked 
the car next to the church. However, if the whole 
area is covered with churches, parking next to the 
church does not say anything anymore (Hamburg-
er, 2020; Montello, 2017; Richter & Winter, 2014).

Landmarks can be used to define regions, as 
can be seen in figure 20. Each of the squares 
is now related to a landmark. Besides separat-
ing one region from the other, it also acts as a 
route and recognition point. To end up at the 
square while you are in front of the open cir-

Figure 20: Landmarks defining the squares 

cles, you should keep walking with the outside 
on your left-hand side. 

Colour can help determine regions, paths and 
landmarks. To identify which colours to use in 
different circumstances, a small research has been 
conducted. The goal, results and conclusion can be 
found in Chapter 3.5.  
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.5
3.5.1 Introduction

As mentioned in chapter 3.4, colour can help 
during the process of wayfinding. Different re-
gions, paths and landmarks can be distinguished 
based upon their colour. Since colours evoke 
different reactions and emotions, it is helpful to 
briefly discuss different colours’ characterises. 
The first distinction can be made based upon 
warm and cool colours. Warm colours have long 
wavelengths, while cool colours have shorter ones 
(Webster, 2002). Cool colours are purple, blue and 
green and warm colours orange, red and pink. In 
general, warm colours are perceived as being pro-
tected. Red, for example, evokes strong emotions 
like excitement, intensity and romance but also 
anger and violence. Blue, on the contrary, evokes 
feeling like calmness, serenity and peacefulness. 
Green is often associated with health, healing, bal-
ance and harmony (Fenko et al., 2010; O’Connor, 
2011; Schifferstein & Wastiels, 2013; Webster, 
2002). However, as already mentioned, the reac-
tions and emotions colours evoke are partly based 
on the environment (Van Hagen, 2011). 

Also, Hidayetoglu et al. (2012) express this point. 
They conducted a study to see how the partici-
pants judged different colours and brightness in 
multiple settings. Their research showed some 
valuable results for wayfinding and landmarks. 
According to them, colours can be an addition to 
the wayfinding process. Warm colours turned out 

to be more effective in landmarks than the cooler 
ones. However, cool-coloured walls were seen as 
easier to navigate through. Other studies conclude 
that: ‘while warm colours are more attractive and 
therefore provide orientation cool colours have 
significantly orientation advantages’ (Hidayetoglu 
et al., 2012 p57). 

Van Bommel (2003) points out that the lens of 
the eye of seniors is yellowing over time. Not only 
does the lens transmits less light because of this, 
but it also influences the perception of colours. 
The colour blue is less perceived by seniors, mak-
ing daylight appear more as white light. Further-
more, white light is often associated with an office 
environment, business impression, cold and chilly 
light. 

3.5.2 Results

A chi-square test is conducted to test the null hy-
pothesis that colour and preference are not related 
(Field, 2013). Therefore two assumptions should 
be met (van den Berg, n.d.):

1. Independent observations

Since all the cases are unique statistical units, this 
assumption has been met. 

2. All expected frequencies should be larger than 
5

Since the lowest expected frequency is 45.5, 

Colour
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this assumption has been met. 

The results of the chi-square test (table 4) show a 
p-value that is lower than 0.05 (p=0.000). There-
fore the null hypothesis that colour is independent 
of preference can be rejected. 

This shows that the variables are associated in 
some way (Field, 2013). Inspecting the row per-
centages should provide more insight into how 
these variables are associated. In table 5, the dif-
ferent outcomes divided over the different colours 
can be seen (van den Berg, n.d.-b). This provides 
insight into whether a colour is perceived as more 
or less pleasant than others. For example, orange 
is the most pleasant colour (n = 65), while purple 
and pink perceived as unpleasant (n = 68). 

Based on table 4, the colours blue, green, orange 
and red are perceived as pleasant, while the others 
(purple and pink) are perceived as unpleasant. To 
quantify the strength of the association, a Cramér’s 
V is conducted (Field, 2013; van den Berg, n.d.-a). 

The value of 0.256 (table 6) supports the outcome 
of the chi-square test. However, a value between 
.1 and .3 indicates a low association. 

Table 4: 

Table 6: 

Table 5:
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A chi-square test is conducted to test the null 
hypothesis that hue and preference are not related 
(Field, 2013). Therefore two assumptions should 
be met (van den Berg, n.d.):

1. Independent observations

Since all the cases are unique statistical units, this 
assumption has been met. 

2. All expected frequencies should be larger than 
5

Since the lowest expected frequency is 89,0, this 
assumption has been met. 

The results of the chi-square test (table 7) show a 
p-value that is lower than 0.05 (p=0.000). There-
fore, the null hypothesis that hue is independent 
from preference can be rejected. 

As stated before, this means that the variables 
are associated. A crosstabulation table is made to 
understand better how these variables are associ-
ated (table 8). This table provides insight into how 
the hues are perceived, pleasant or unpleasant. 
For example, cold is the only hue that is perceived 
as pleasant most of the time. In 62,9% (n=112) of 
the cases, participants perceived cold as pleasant. 
Both middle and warm are perceived unpleasant 
most of the time, middle 59,9% (n=121) and warm 

Table 7: 

Table 9: 

Table 8:

51,2% (n=123). Note the small difference by warm, 
which is less than 2%. 

This gives already a small indication of the strength 
of the association between the variables. To classi-
fy this strength, a Cramér’s V test is conducted. As 
shown in table 9, the Cramér’s V test supports the 
outcome of the chi-square test. However, a value 
of .179 indicates a low association. 
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Figure 21: Colour to ease vertical wayfinding

Based upon both outcomes, it can be assumed 
that the combinations of blue, green, orange and 
red in a cold hue are perceived as pleasant most 
of the time. To check this assumption, the data will 
be filtered on colour. The same type of tests will 
be conducted as last paragraphs. The results can 
be found in the conclusion. The tables and exact 
outcomes can be found in appendix I. 

3.5.3 Conclusion

• Blue: for the colour blue, the null hypothesis is 
not rejected. This means that there is no asso-
ciation between hue and preference. However, 
the crosstabulation tells us that the hue cold is 
perceived as most pleasant, much more (>20%) 
than middle and warm.

• Green: for the colour green, the null hypothe-
sis cannot be rejected. This means that there 
is no association between hue and preference. 
Also, the crosstabulation tells us that the dif-
ferences between pleasant and unpleasant are 
relatively small (<15%). 

• Orange: for the colour orange, the null hy-
pothesis is rejected. This means that there is 
an association between hue and preference. 
This preference is stronger than it is compared 
to all the colours. The crosstabulation shows 
a strong preference for a cold hue. The colour 
orange with a cold hue was perceived as pleas-
ant by almost 80% of the participants.

• Red: for the colour red, the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected. This means that there is no 
association between hue and preference. Also, 
the crosstabulation shows minor differences  
(<15%) in whether the hue was perceived as 
pleasant or unpleasant. 

3.5.4 Design

Colour can be used as a design tool in various 
ways. Especially in combination with landmarks 
and to improve the legibility of floor plans as can 
be seen in Chapter 3.4. When the same colour is 
applied to all the vertical circulation points, it be-
comes recognizable in the building. Working with 
different hues creates the opportunity to indicate 
on which someone is. By going from dark to light, 
it becomes clear how high a person is in the build-
ing, see figure 21.
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The square

The squares are an essential part of the building. 
They form the heart of the communities. The 
building consists of multiple unique squares and 
are each characterized by a landmark. The squares 
are surrounded by six single-bedroom apartments 
which could house a maximum of two persons per 
apartment. Two of the six apartments are suited 
for wheelchairs.

All the squares have at least one large opening so 
daylight can enter. The crossing areas and vertical 
circulation zones add more daylight. All squares are 
connected to at least 2 of them.  Moreover, sky-

The square

lights provide even more daylight to the squares. 
Artificial light is also necessary but should follow 
the rhythm of the day. The squares should be 
darker during the night than during the day. 

Architectural drawings can be found in Chapter 5.
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The personal touch

To make it easier for residents to start a conversa-
tion with one another, a landmark could act as a 
bulletin board. In addition, the seniors should be 
able to make the landmark their landmark by giving 
it a personal touch. They should be able to store 
personal items in it, hang pictures of their grand-
children, or show interest topics. 

The landmark

A landmark dominates each square. These land-
marks connect the square with the floors above, 
allowing for social interaction with residents from 
another floor. Besides stimulating interaction, it 
also provides a unique identity and recognizability 
for each square.  

Integrating a landmark in the design should be 
more than just an object; it should be interactive 
(figure 1). 

Doing so provides a topic to talk about for them-
selves and allows people to get to know each 
other in a more personal way. Noteworthy is that 
the residents should be invited to show something 
but should not be forced. For example, if a person 
feels uncomfortable showing grandchildren, they 
do not have to do it. 

Figure 1: different function of a landmark
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Vertical circulation

The core of the building is visible from all the 
squares. These vertical circulation zones are high-
lighted in a divergent colour, making them easy to 
recognize. Besides the fact that this makes way-
finding easier, it also helps orient when leaving the 
elevator or climbing the stairs. From these circu-
lations zones, both sides, so two squares, can be 

The floor

The floors surrounding the squares are more or 
less divided into two lanes, the fast- and the slow 
lane. This is done for two reasons. Firstly to ease 
wayfinding and secondly to secure privacy. The 
lane closest to the apartments is the fast lane. This 
is the main walking route through the building; 
if you follow this path, you will find the vertical 

seen (figure 2). 

The colour used for the circulations zones is a cold 
hue of orange. The choice for this colour is based 
on the enquiry outcomes, which can be found in 
Section 3.53. A cold hue is also supported by the 
finding of Hidayetoglu et al. (2012), which can be 
found in Section 3.5.1.

circulation areas. The slow lane is closer to the 
centre and allows people to stand still, hang on the 
railing, and look around without blocking the main 
route or coming close to someone’s entrance door. 

The difference in paths can be created in various 
ways. Colour, texture, pattern and material can be 
used to highlight this difference (figure 3). How-
ever, thresholds should be avoided since they 
can form an obstacle for seniors with walkers or 
wheelchairs. 

Figure 2: view points from the vertical circulation zones provide a view on 
the squares

Figure 3: variants of how to divide the floor in two areas
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The vertical connection

The landmark in the centre of the squares should 
be interactive; this means that you can reach it at 
specific points. By allowing residents to reach it on 
different spots on the different floors, interaction 
is stimulated. Residents can see others on different 
floors. 

The entrance

The transition zone between the private and the 
public world is essential to design so that people 
can feel at home and secure. A lack of a secure 
feeling and loss of privacy was one of the critiques 
mentioned in paragraph 2.2.3. 

Multiple layers are designed in various ways and 

Also, here the correct type of stimulation is es-
sential. When a secluded bench is created, it must 
also be secluded from the floor above you. Take 
into account the socio-fugal and socio-petal ap-
proaches (figure 4)

will be further elaborated in Chapter 4.5. A sneak 
preview can be seen in figure 5. 

Figure 5: preview of the entrances

Figure 4: vertical connection of a landmark
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The crow’s nest

Option 1 provides different seatings on all the 
floors with both an open and closed character. 
The closed bench on the ground floor is cov-
ered with a rounded bookshelf on the first floor 
to keep its character. The benches backrests 
are adjusted in height to secure more or less 
privacy. 

Option 1

Figure 6: schematic drawing of the landmark
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The pyramids

Option 2 consists of two pyramids that split 
through the floors. These pyramids can be used 
to store or show personal items, so it is easier 
to start a conversation. Due to the change in 
direction, there is a connection between the 
different floors. 

Option 2 

Figure 7: schematic drawing of the landmark
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Play ball

The landmark in option 3 is more about an ac-
tivity than a striking shape. The square provides 
the opportunity to play pool on the first and 
bocce on the ground floor. There are benches 
provided to watch the games. 

The principle of attracting people based on a 
common interest is the same when playing ball 
or talking about family pictures on other land-
marks. 

Option 3 

Figure 8: schematic drawing of the landmark
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The tower

In option 4, all the floors are connected in two 
ways to the tower in the middle. The tower 
opens up on one side so that people can enter 
it. On the other side, the bench cuts through 
the tower, it opens it up, but one cannot enter 
the tower. There is only a visual connection. 
The holes in the tower are provided to store or 
show personal items. 

The tower itself provides benches on the inside 
so people can sit down more secluded from the 
outside. 

Option 4 

Figure 9: schematic drawing of the landmark
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.2The crossing

The crossing

The spaces between the squares should be more 
than just places that link the squares to each other. 
This space between should be carefully designed 
to stimulate interaction, seek privacy, or sit down 
for a moment. It should be a pleasant place to stay. 

Two different approaches can be distinguished 
from each other, socio-petal and socio-fugal. 
Although both approaches ask for different el-
ements, there are a few elements that stay the 
same. First, the crossings should always provide a 
view towards to outside and towards the voids in 

the middle. Next to that, there must be an indica-
tion on which floor you are without looking out-
side. The same colours and hues will be used as in 
the vertical circulation zone. 

Architectural drawings can be found in Chapter 5.
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The railing

The railing and edge of the floor have the same 
colour as the vertical circulation areas. Next to 
that, the same hue is applied to indicate which 
level you are. This should ease wayfinding and 
orienting in the building. 

The outside

From all the crossing areas, a view toward to 
outside and the internal voids is provided. This 
openness helps with orienting in the building and 
provides much daylight to the crossings, making it 
a pleasant space to stay. 

There is not much of a privacy issue with the bal-
conies by keeping a distance from the windows. If 
this is not possible, matt glass should be used. 

The seating

Benches should be provided every now and then 
on the crossings for two reasons. Firstly, to stim-
ulate interaction among the residents. If someone 
bumps into someone else, a conversation is more 
likely to start when they can sit down. Secondly, 
seniors often encounter difficulties with walking. A 
bench could provide a place to rest for them. 
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Option 1
Socio-petal 

Passing by

By designing the paths opposite to each other, 
there is a large void where you can see another 
passing by. 

Figure 10: schematic drawing of the crossing
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Option 2
Socio-petal 

Enjoying the view

Benches are located opposite the window, but 
the routes cross before it, so you see each oth-
er walking by. 

Figure 11: schematic drawing of the crossing
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Option 1
Socio-fugal

A spot to think

The benches are designed so that they are 
shielded by the railing, creating a private space 
to sit down. 

Figure 12: schematic drawing of the crossing
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Option 2
Socio-fugal

Accentuate the axial lines

Only a small passage is created perpendicular to 
the axial line, which connect the crossing with 
the outside and interior void. 

Figure 13: schematic drawing of the crossing
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The entrance

The entrance is par excellence, a space that me-
diates between the public and private realm. It 
belongs to the façade of a house, and at the same 
time, is part of the communal area. Elements of 
connection can define edges and determine levels 
of privacy. The design of the entrance defines the 
degree of connection.

.3The entrance
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Material

The whole entrance is constructed out of wood. 
Three different types of wood are used, each with 
its own tint. The darkest tint will be used for the 
thin elements on the outside. By a combined en-
trance, the darkest wood will also be used for the 
thin elements that separate the apartments. The 
lighter one is used for the thick vertical elements. 
The lightest one is used for the other elements like 
the planters and the bench. Also, the door itself is 
constructed out of the lightest coloured wood. 

Doorstep

The doorstep can be seen as the most explicit 
layer. It sticks out and claims a small part of the 
communal space. It is literally a step to prevent 
others to come too close to your apartment. Next 
to that, the step creates a sense of privacy. The 
little bench is not likely to be used by a stranger 
since they have to step on your territory. 

The doorstep has rounded corners to prevent peo-
ple from falling over it and making it easier to walk 
with a walker or use a wheelchair. The doorstep 
is also interrupted at the door to make it easier 
for seniors to enter their apartment. This makes it 
also more accessible in case medical assistance is 
necessary. 
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The edge

Two different finished to the edges are applied; 
hard, straight edges and soft, rounded edges. The 
elements which are used to create distance are fin-
ished with the hard edges. The elements can also 
be used for other purposes like a planter or the 
bench and are finished with rounded edges. 

The straight edges have a harder appearance 
making it less attractive to touch or to lean against. 
The soft edges are used for the elements where 
contact is more likely to happen and to add com-
fort to these elements. 

Orientation

The wood is placed in two orientation. Vertical 
invites people to come closer while the horizon-
tal ones refer to the walking route, so people are 
more likely to move on. 
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The layers

The entrance is constructed out of eleven dif-
ferent layers. All the layers can be seen below:

Layer 1 Layer 7

Layer 6

Layer 3 Layer 9

Layer 2 Layer 8

Layer 4 Layer 10

Layer 5 Layer 11
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4.4The whole

The whole

The squares, the crossings and the route are the 
essential parts of the buildings. All these parts 
together form a whole, the building. Although the 
separate elements (the square, the crossing and 
the route) can be composed out of all kinds and 
shapes of buildings on different locations, their 
principals remain the same. Next to these separate 
elements, also the context determines the shape 
of the building. 

On the following pages, different parameters 
will be briefly explained, which can be adjusted 
according to their environment. Three different 
environments will be distinguished: the country-

side or wooded environment, the village and the 
city. The countryside or wooded environment can 
be characterized by the low and few buildings and 
much open space. A village has more buildings and 
residential areas, and buildings are often maximum 
six stories high. The city is the densest environ-
ment, space is scarce, and buildings are higher. 

In this example, the building is located in a village 
named Waalre. 
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The corners

The countryside: since there is more free space, a 
design can be one story high. The corners can be 
used as private gardens for the residents.

The village: as can be seen in the figure above, 
the corners are cut off so more light can enter the 
squares. 

The voids

The countryside: by a design consisting of one sto-
ry, the voids can be used as private gardens for the 
residents. The design can be pushed more togeth-
er since balconies cannot touch each other. Note, 
the crossings will be smaller and axial lines vanish. 

The village: as can be seen in the figure above, 
multiple voids are designed to provide extra 

Figure 14: schematic drawing of the corners

Figure 15: schematic drawing of the voids

The city: since space is scarce, the design will 
probably be higher. The corners should be cut off 
so more light can enter. However, on some floors, 
the corners can be used as public balconies to 
create a larger outside area closer to the residents 
than the roof terrace.

daylight. To provide enough privacy between the 
balconies, a minimum distance of 10 meters is 
maintained.

The city: the higher the design, the bigger the 
voids need to be to provide daylight. Apartments 
can be left out on the top floors to add extra day-
light. The design can also be pushed out to make 
the voids bigger. However, this costs space and 
space is scarce in the city.
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Figure 16: schematic drawing of the stories

Figure 17: schematic drawing of the base

The stories

The countryside: The design should be preferably 
one story high to connect to nature. The crossings, 
in this case, should be covered but still be outside. 
The squares should be the only inside areas.

The village: as can be seen in the figure above, 
the building consists of a part of two and a part of 
three stories high. The lower part can be used as a 

The base

The countryside: the design should not be lifted. 
The implement the building more in the landscape, 
it should be the same height 

The village: as can be seen in the figure above, 
the building is lifted by 1.5 meters. This creates a 
distance between the visitors of the public area 
and creates more privacy for the residents on their 

roof garden and provide extra light for the voids. 

The city: the design can be numerous stories high. 
However, the vertical connection of the squares 
should be taken into account. To keep the commu-
nities small, the landmarks on the squares should 
connect to a maximum of 4 stories. 

balcony. 

The city: as mentioned before, the design in the 
city centre should be lifted by at least one story of 
commercial functions, this provides more privacy 
for the residents on the lower floors. 
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Figure 18: schematic drawing of the framework

The functions

The countryside: the design should incorporate 
extra function to attract more people to visit the 
buildings. Since the environment is calm, a func-
tion should be included that attract not too many 
people—for example, a physiotherapist or a general 
practitioner..

The village: as can be seen in the figure above, ex-

The roof

The countryside: the design should have a green 
roof which is not accessible since everyone has 
a garden. The coloured framework on top of the 
squares is also not needed. 

The village: as can be seen in the figure above, the 
buildings have coloured frameworks on top of the 
squares. This provides more colour to the squares 

tra functions are added in the centre of the ground 
floor. Function like a supermarket and other daily 
stores can make the building the centre of the 
village. 

The city: in a design in a city, the whole ground 
floor should have a public function. This stimulates 
interaction with people passing by but keeps the 
distance from the residents. ce.

and creates a distance between the squares and 
the people using the roof garden.

The city: the coloured framework should only be 
used if extra colour is needed for the squares to 
make them recognizable. If not, the framework 
should be left out since it partly blocks daylight.
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The floorplans 

An axonometric view of all the floor plans. 
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The route

The different elements of wayfinding are al-
ready highlighted in section 4.1 and 4.2. This 
figure provides an overview of the complete 
route through the whole building. 
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.54Conclusion
To conclude whether architectural elements can 
reduce the feeling of loneliness, the four condi-
tions by Sunstein (2016), as described in Section 
2.3.2 will be checked. Starting with the correct 
understanding of behaviour, the most complex 
one. Loneliness is often a gradual process and 
has multiple causes. Understanding the six differ-
ent types of interaction provided by Weiss gave 
many opportunities but also made it complex. It is 
impossible to design something that contributes 
to all six ties at once. However, a design solution 
contributing to one or two of these ties can be 
divided over multiple areas. By doing so, not only 
all ties could be treaded, but multiple interaction 
areas also match the recurrence condition. Seeing 
neighbours and other residents will frequently 
happen when walking through the building. This 
increases the opportunity for interaction, meeting 
new people and eventually build up social rela-
tions. The environment not only stimulates inter-
actions, but it makes interacting also easier. This 
is done by a simple trick, each square differs from 
the others, and there is something to talk about. 
By letting the residents show personal items on 
the squares, they provide starting points of con-
versations. Common interests are often starting 
points for conversations and also directly relate to 
social ties. But besides personal items, an activity 
assigned to a square can attract people and make 
interaction easier. 

Although the design seems to meet all four con-
ditions, one of them cannot be checked so easily. 
Understanding behaviour is not only about the 
understanding of the behaviour why something is 
as it is; it is also about predicting the outcome of 
the nudge. Testing the nudges in real-life settings 
was impossible due to COVID-19 and the time I 
had. However, the design already responds to a 
few possible outcomes like privacy issues and the 
complexity resulting from the squares used. Solu-
tions for these issues can be seen in the design for 
the entrance and the attention for wayfinding. 
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.15
Architectural drawings

The following section provides the basic archi-
tectural drawings, such as a site plan, floorplans, 
a section, and an elevation. These drawings will 
not show the different types of landmarks and 
crossings. These are already discussed in detail in 
Section 4.1 and 4.2. Furthermore, showing them 
on a 1:500 scale would be unclear.

In the end, two variants are displayed on plan and 
in section on a larger scale.

Drawings
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Figure 19: site plan
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Figure 20: Groud floor

Scale 1:500
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Figure 21: First floor

Scale 1:500
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Figure 22: Second floor

Scale 1:500
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Figure 24: roof plan

Scale 1:500
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Figure 25: Section AA’

Scale 1:500

Figure 26: South elevation

Scale 1:500

A A’
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Figure 27: Plan of a square and two crossings variants
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Figure 28: Section of a square variant
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Figure 29: Plan of a square and two crossings variants
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Figure 30: Section of a square variant
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Just one more 
litte thing...

Now you have seen it all; there is one more page 
to clarify—the cover of this booklet. You probably 
noticed that a part of the design is displayed as 
an abstract painting inspired by Piet Mondriaans 
Victory Boogie Woogie. But there is more…

One of the earliest examples of nudging that I 
could remember was by Leonardo Da Vinci. He 
took the principles of perspective to the next level 
by his painting The last supper, displayed on the 
left. Everything in the painting is focused on Jesus. 
All the lines of the perspective grid come together 
at the places of Jesus’ head. 
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I tried to establish the same 
for my cover, although in 
this case, all the lines focus 
on the Architectural Boogie 
Woogie.

Finally, the essence of the whole thesis is also 
displayed on the cover. Two seniors who are about 
to meet each other for the first time brought to-
gether by a shared passion for New York. The city 
that never sleeps, the city with the dynamics of 
jazz music, and the city that Mondiraan felt in love 
with. The city that he painted in his masterpiece;  
Victory Boogie Woogie.

The other painting that is displayed is not random. 
It is the painting by Pieter de Hooch which was the 
inspiration for the different layers to create levels 
of privacy.
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Blue

As can be seen in table 1, the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected (p=0.173). From table 2 can be 
extracted that cold is perceived as most pleasant 
and middle as least pleasant, 70,4% against 48,6%.

Green

As can be seen in table 3, the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected (p=0.449). From table 4 can 
be extracted that the differences in pleasant and 
unpleasant are quite small, less than 15%.

Table 1

Table 3

Table 2

Table 4
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Orange

As can be seen in table 5, the null hypothesis is  
rejected (p=0.044). From table 7 can be extracted 
that association between the variables is stronger 
comparted to all colours together.

Red

As can be seen in table 8, the null hypothesis will 
not be rejected (p=0.375). From table 9 can be 
extracted that the differences in pleasant and un-
pleasant are quite small, less than 15%.

Table 5

Table 6

Table 8

Table 7

Table 9
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